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State Data Centre
launched in Jammu under
Digital India mission
Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha
inaugurated the State Data Centre at
the Civil Secretariat in Jammu. During
the inauguration, the LT Governor said
that the aim under Digital India mission
in Jammu and Kashmir is to make
services faceless, paperless and cashless.
The future-ready central facility will
ensure efficiency, agility, optimisation,
control and security for e-governance
and other citizen-centric applications.
The data centre is modernised
and managed by the Centre for
Development of Advanced Computing
(C-DAC). Sinha said that the State
Data Centre, co-terminus with the
Jammu and Kashmir State Wide Area
Network, will act as an information
technology hub for all governmentowned services for the entire public
to achieve digital Jammu and Kashmir
through transparent e-governance.

CERT-In warns about
multiple bugs in
Cisco products
The Indian Computer Emergency
Response Team (CERT-In) issued
an advisory over three serious
vulnerabilities
naming
Security
Bypass Vulnerability, Denial of
Service Vulnerability and Information
Disclosure Vulnerability in networking
major Cisco products that could help
hackers gain access, infiltrate into
computer systems and steal data.
The vulnerabilities in products like
routers and email or web manager could
allow the attacker to gain unauthorised
access, execute arbitrary commands
and cause denial of service attack on an
affected system.
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HELLO INDIA

INDIAN DIGITAL ECONOMY TO
TOUCH $1 TRILLION BY 2025
India was expecting 7.5 percent growth this year, making it the fastest-growing
economy. The kind of digital transformation that is happening in India has never
been witnessed anywhere in the world. There has been huge support from the
leadership for supporting innovation in every sector in India and has the best
eco-system for innovation and this was reflected in the growth of the start-ups in
the country.
Digital India is powered by the internet every single day, and as the web
becomes a site for business, social and cultural activities and transactions,
digitization seems like a worthy and inevitable path. India’s story has been
accompanied by particularities of its own. From the digital divide to uneven
adoption of technology by businesses, challenges have remained despite
noteworthy digital surges. To envision the future of India embracing the digital
economy, it is worth looking at the existing state of affairs.
Digital leaders in the top quartile of adopters are two to three times more
likely to use software for customer relationship management, enterprise resource
planning, or search engine optimization than firms in the bottom quartile and
are almost 15 times more likely to centralise digital management. The banking
sector, crucial to any national economy, battles uneven digitalisation as well,
both in scope and quality.
India has nearly half a billion Internet users. This will create a huge market
for digital services, platforms, applications, content, and solutions. About 50
percent of the potential economic value of the US $1 trillion could come from
new digital ecosystems in diverse sectors, including, among others, financial
services, agriculture, healthcare, logistics, jobs, and e-governance.
Startups have become such a craze in India that big legacy companies like
Reliance, Tata and Mahindra are now running certain projects/subsidiaries as
startups when it comes to foraying into tech-based products and services. Reliance
Group chairman Mukesh Ambani once called Jio as the world’s largest startup
with an investment of over INR 1.5 Lakh Cr.

of the pandemic. Most SaaS companies focus on global
clients, similar to the strategy that was followed by
India's IT giants such as TCS and Infosys (INFY).

The country is among the top two countries globally on many dimensions
of digital adoption. The gap between the ‘haves ‘and have nots’ is being bridged
with access to basic services to all through technological interventions, thus
leading to empowerment of citizens. The various new digital public platforms
have given a significant boost to entrepreneurship as well as improved access to
health, education and public utilities.

There are nearly one thousand funded SaaS
companies in India, ten of them are valued at over
a $1 billion to achieve unicorn status. The startups
now generate $2-3 billion in total revenues and
employ nearly 40,000 people.

The Covid-19 pandemic has forced businesses around the world to make
huge investments in digital infrastructure, furthering the influence of companies
providing software-as-a-service, or SaaS. Businesses spent an extra $15 billion
plus per week last year on tech as they scrambled to create safe remote working
environments.

Going forward, India could see a five-fold increase
in economic value through digital transformation in
2025, by representing opportunities for global and
local businesses, start-ups, and innovators to invest
in emerging technologies (like AI, blockchain, or
drones) in ways that are customized to the country’s
needs.

Thanks to the rise of India's IT industry, software engineering has become one
of the most sought-after career options in the country. The low cost of operating
in India is a big plus. The fact is the salary of entry-level developers in India is
85% less than their counterparts in the United States.
When we see the growth of SaaS companies, they provide web-based
applications that take care of everything from how secure the software is to
how well it performs. Secondly, India's software-as-a-service industry could be
worth $1 trillion in value by 2030 and create nearly half a million new jobs.
There are several Indian SaaS firms that have found traction by focusing on niche
businesses. Investors are excited about SaaS because of the "massive adoption" of
software over the last decade.
India supports innovation across every sector including drones, green energy,
space, blue economy, green hydrogen, clean energy, Geospecial and data. The
country has continued its efforts toward ease of doing business even in the midst
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“Dell Technologies
helps businesses become key partners
in creating a better tomorrow by
making them partners in adopting
responsible technology”

edge and offerings for Communication Service Providers scaling
opportunities in 5G, Dell Technologies has been furthering the cause
to drive progress and create an impact with Indian businesses. For
instance, our recently announced storage solutions are set to make data
management secure, flexible and accessible from multiple locations
giving businesses the opportunity to explore new scalability in their
business processes. Dell Technologies’ servers have compute capability
that meets unique business requirements and offers real-time business
insights for businesses of all sizes, ensuring secure data processing and
optimised costs in IT.
Dell Technologies has been enabling Indian businesses to protect
and recover mission-critical data by building their cyber-resiliency
and transforming them into future-ready workplaces. The disruptive
Dell PowerVault is an air-gap cybervault solution for maximum
data protection. Through leading-edge solutions in HCI like Dell
EMC VxRail, Indian organisations can realise greater flexibility and
agility, and eliminate complexities in managing ageing infrastructure,
while resolving storage size and scalability limitations. VxRail also
supports SAP and non-SAP applications to eliminate silos created in
storage layers and simplify operations by enabling a unified view and
management of all infrastructure resources. The ‘do-anything-fromanywhere’ economy requires a highly complex IT system capable of
managing the exponential data that it generates, hence one of the key
priorities for Dell Technologies is on simplifying and modernising,
while reducing infrastructure costs. Acknowledging Dell Technologies’
initiatives and leadership in introducing path-breaking IT innovations,
we have seen successful collaborations from high-impact brands like
Amazon Web Services, SBI, Greenpanel, BlueDart and Snowflake
to scale their IT infrastructure to newer heights and fast-track their
success in the digital era.

Privacy is the next frontier for brand differentiation, on this
backdrop how are you bridging the technology-branding
gap?

In a chat with VARINDIA, Manish Gupta, Vice
President and GM, Infrastructure Solutions Group,
Infrastructure Solutions Group, Dell Technologies
India talks at length about the opportunities in digital
transformation and keeping privacy as a priority how the
company is bridging the gap between technologies and
branding

What significant business opportunities do you see in
driving enormous transformation by changing the role of IT
within the enterprise?
Indian organisations are feeling the need to re-evaluate their IT needs
and infrastructure requirements in the digital era. Dell Technologies
sees an opportunity to help them achieve their digital transformation
goals and gain an edge over competition. Dell Technologies brings
on-board autonomous integrated solutions for businesses to reduce
dependence on IT teams who have been driving key processes of the
organisation. Through intelligent systems from the Dell Technologies’
portfolios, businesses can rapidly respond to opportunities
independently, delivering to the parameters they set, enabling rapid
digital transformation and maximising productivity. Through latest
technology advances across IT infrastructure, Indian organisations can
avail best-in-class IT experience to ensure continuity of business. With
IT set to become more dynamic in nature, Indian organisations will
soon deploy new-age workloads at an ever-increasing pace, making it
critical for them to adopt work-load-centric architectures, to extract
maximum value.
With a diverse portfolio of infrastructure solutions in cyber
security, multi-cloud, server, storage, Hyper Converged Infrastructure,
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Dell Technologies has been a leading player in the technology
industry in India and our commitment to enable progress has been
testified by our customer success stories across geographies. Dell
Technologies’ vision of driving human progress through technology
to empower communities, enable people to transform and achieve
success, and making technology accessible to all by democratising
industry-leading innovations - has been the most important value in
setting the brand apart from other players. We also strengthen our
channel partners to grow and come up at a scale to see measurable
success. Our partner programs are enhanced each year, after extensive
research and analysis only to provide our channel partners with the
right kind of comprehensive training and upskilling. We constantly
strengthen our relationship with communities through the impactful
initiatives around introducing sustainable technologies which help
people achieve ambitions, contribute meaningfully and progress
in the era of technology without barriers. Dell Technologies also
helps businesses become key partners in creating a better tomorrow
by making them partners in adopting responsible technology.
For example, our PowerEdge servers have efficient cooling with a
significant reduction in power-use and are made of upcycled material
as a conscious choice.
Our infrastructure solutions are designed to integrate IT processes
and reduce complexities for businesses. This enables organisations to
focus on their mission-critical business decisions while their IT needs
are managed by Dell Technologies’ disruptive resources. Our solutions
bring best-in-class secure, scalable, cost-efficient and automated
infrastructure to the businesses, helping them realise real-time success
in the digital era. Our offerings are able to meet the dynamic customer
needs through adaptive and future-ready modern infrastructure
solutions aligned with modern workloads meeting interests in the areas
of cloud computing, AI, analytics and edge computing. We continue to
innovate and introduce improved updated enterprise solutions which
help businesses maintain their continuity in the journey to digital
transformation.
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Aruba Instant On capitalizing
the SMB market
Aruba Instant On is a new family of
access points (APs) and switches designed to
address the current and future needs of small
businesses. The Aruba Instant On product
series are designed to meet the needs of small
business network environments — simple
to set up and manage, secure and reliable.
In a chat with VARINDIA, Amol Mitra,
VP & GM- Worldwide Small and Medium
Business, Aruba, a Hewlett Packard
Enterprise company has shared his views
on Aruba’s Instant On brand, its growing
demand, SMB market potential, growth rate
etc.

Aruba Instant On - new
brand for SMBs

Over the past few years the SMB market
has grown and will continue to grow.
Aruba made sure to invest appropriately
in capitalizing on this market opportunity.
Today this small and medium business
market opportunity is about $6 billion
and it is growing at about 8.8% year-overyear. Aruba wanted to tap on the market
potential, so it created a new brand - Aruba
Instant On, which is solely focused on SMB
customers and market.
Delving deep into the matter Amol says,
“We have three principles for this segment.
Primarily, as seen especially during the
pandemic they do not have IT support
personnel, people to come, install and
configure WiFi or wired products. So the
first thing we did, we made these products
really easy to use - Wi Fi, routers, and wired
devices. We want to remove the complexity
out of the network and decided to build
very easy to use products. Second, during
the pandemic we learned that security is
paramount, it becomes a big issue for SMEs
as well as enterprises. We built a product with
strong security capability. Third, we wanted
to make the product smart and intelligent to
do automated configuration, users can work
in an environment where they can prioritize
traffic automatically. Automation and AI
became very important with this, we took
these three pillars and started on a journey
of developing wired and wireless products.
To manage these smart, secured products we
created an Instant On App.”
He continues, “It is cloud based with
remote management features, gives agility
and flexibility to manage a network
environment. Our journey started with
developing these products, which are wired
switches, wireless access points and cloud
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management software. That is what we sell
under the Aruba Instant On brand for SMBs.
It has just been an extremely successful
endeavour. The success journey has already
started and is growing exponentially. We
want to drive a differentiated unique value
proposition for SMB customers.”

people think the Network-as-a-service is for
enterprises but SMBs can also be benefited
from that,” illustrates Amol.

The unique differentiation
of Instant On

The Aruba Instant On product line is
available in India. The software development
happens in India. This portfolio is near and
dear from a development perspective in
the Indian market. Elaborating this Amol
says, “We have a strong focus in driving the
development portfolio in India. The seeds of
startups get laid much more in India than
anywhere else. We always look for startups
and companies within HPE who can provide
innovation and innovative solutions for our
industry. We have multiple programs within
HPE which enable us to incubate certain
startups or to fund startups as a venture
capital arm. We continue to explore options
in India for specific startups who can deliver
innovative solutions for the SMB market.
As the development happens in India locally
of some of the software and products, we
are able to look at startups and use them for
building and developing products, solutions
and innovative technologies for this space.
This product line within Aruba is taking
advantage of it.”

Talking about the unique differentiation
of the company, Amol says, “The three
pillars, the three Ss which are ‘Simple,
Secure and Smart’ of Instant On are actually
value propositions. We made the products
affordable with enterprise level security,
smart, AI powered features and easy to use.
These make us a huge differentiator in the
market. The second reason that helps us to
be the differentiator in this market is we
donot have any hidden costs. The third is
we deliver the best warranty in the industry
today. A lot of our products come with a
limited lifetime warranty.”

Key priorities for 2022-23
in India

According to Amol In India the
propensity of small businesses is huge. He
points out, “In tier2 – tier3 cities you will
see the emergence of small businesses and
the opportunities for SMBs. As we draw the
roadmap to grow this business in India, we
want to target Class-B and C cities for the
growth of SMEs. Connectivity has become
more convenient. The Indian market has
grown and the technology pace is rapid.
We want to take advantage of that while
delivering our products to our customers. “

Partner engagement
programme- part of Aruba’s
growth strategy

The SMB business is 100% channel driven.
It is the channel-first value proposition, so
the entire go-to-market strategy is about the
channel. “Their success is our success. We
have a program named ‘Partner Ready for
Networking’ which allows our partners to
register with us, get enabled and rewarded.
The program frame is created as channel
partners can do business with us, can grow
their business while growing our business
at the same time. We have a nice general
partner framework with different incentives,
solutions and technical certifications.
Network-as-a-service is something which
we are driving the SMB space. A lot of time

Key solutions for SMB
segment in India

Bridging the gap between
technology and branding
with increased cyber-crimes

Security is paramount for any IT leader.
Post-Covid security is more important
because businesses are moving a lot of their
data to the Cloud. The adoption of Cloud
has increased the need for higher levels of
security. This always used to be the number
one IT concern. Amol comments, “If you
look at security as an overall umbrella,
there is physical security, cybersecurity and
data security. There are different levels of
security pillars which we need to focus on.
Aruba has a very strong security networking
business. We have taken those three pillars of
security and customized them for the SMB
space. From a product portfolio perspective,
we have access control capability; support
strong security projects from access points
to switches and security encryption. We
have taken enterprise security capabilities
and moved it into SMB space, which works
as a differentiator in the market.”

The growth of IT industry

Pointing out the growth Amol says,
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“The IT industry is going through a boom
right now. We are growing at a triple digit
percentage year over year. In India the
potential is huge due to the population of
small and medium businesses. If you look at
the projections of the market, the numbers
of SMBs are going to grow 20-30% which is
substantial in a populated country like India.
We want to grow as fast as possible in this
space.”

To Conclude

In his concluding words Amol says,
“We have a large R&D facility center in
Bangalore. We are exploring the options of
what we can do to build products in India.
The advantages for us to do that is not just
from a cost perspective, but from market
requirements perspective as India’s market
requirement is different. We want to target
certain products to be manufactured, build or
developed here. This is the reason I am here
investigating them and trying to build a plan
for this segment.”

Amol Mitra
VP & GM- Worldwide Small
and Medium Business,
Aruba, a Hewlett Packard
Enterprise company
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TECHNOLOGY – THE LEVELLER & ENABLER

We are in the midst of a technology revolution. Whether
one likes it or not, one may get glued to this analogous
growth of technology and apps. But is that going to be the
way of life from now onwards? I have reasons to believe so.
We can’t deny the fact that technology has enhanced
the quality of our lives. It is the major reason that we are
able to take hold of multi-tasks and focus on different
things simultaneously with ease. People are booking both
aircraft, train, bus and auto tickets from the confines of
their office or home, using digital technology. This
process, I would like to term as creative destruction. As
technology advances and is put to multiple uses, some
avocations cease to exist. That is a natural process. I can
foresee many such professions. One example that comes
to my mind is that of a property agent. If a property buyer
can access all information regarding the property that he or
she is wanting to buy, its dimensions, fittings and all other
information including photos taken through 3D, not many
people will visit the agent for clinching the deal. They will
go straight to the builder to discuss, negotiate and finalize
the deal.
Another glaring example is that of mobile phones.
Modern society has always seemed to have a bit of an
obsession with technology. But no single device has had as
much of an impact on the world than the mobile phone.
The mobile phones, or the smartphones as referred to by
the netizens, have travelled across many decades in different
forms. But the sole purpose behind its invention was to
eradicate the geographical gap between people. Initially,
phones allowed just exchange of calls and messages, but
with the advent of technological advancements, it was
made possible through 3G technology, we have seen how
the transformation has taken place in this vertical. Now,
we are talking about the 5G, 6G and 7G, which may be
dawning upon us with the passage of time. The level of
disruptions such advancement of technology can cause how
we do business, engage in social interface, communicate and
travel, are mind-boggling. Such advancements can open up
multitudes of business opportunities across the board. At
the same, there will be creative destruction of many layers
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of professions that we practice now. That is the dynamics of time: scripting
transformation in an otherwise contiguous timeframe. I feel the only constant
factor in the midst of these sweeping changes is man; the rest of the elements
keep on changing.
I believe that technology should know no geographical boundaries. Emerging
economies must make the most of the opportunities technology presents for
country transformation. The benefits of technology should flow equally and
equitably across geographies. The world has become a difficult place to live
because of the uneven and skewed distribution of income and resources. To
sustain the growth and maintain balance in the society, it is important to ensure
that development happens at the grassroots level and includes the unprivileged
ones.
Let us take some examples. Luxemburg leads the pack as the country having
the highest per capita income at US $106,000 annually, followed by countries
like Qatar, Macau and Singapore. Countries coming at the lowest levels in
terms of per capita income are Burundi (US$255), Somalia, Central African
Republic and the whole lot of Sub-Saharan Africa. Are these countries poorer in
terms of resources? Not at all. Some of the deposits of rare earth that can be put
to multiple uses in the evolution of modern technology like chips, electronic
batteries etc are found in these countries. But they remain as poor countries and
the people who are legitimate owners of the vast resources, are impoverished.
Can technology address these manmade inequalities? I think it can. In
hindsight, I feel that the global awareness on health created by the Covid-19
pandemic was unprecedented, to say the least. The attack on the virus was
multi-pronged. We should not leave pandemic as a dark age in our civilization;
but a lesson that we learnt through hard facts which gobbled up the lives of
millions of innocent lives.
World will have to focus from now on to address the health problems of
all and not a few. A child in the remotest part of Africa or Asia is as important
as anyone in the developed world. Technology has the power to address such
challenges and has evolved concepts like tele-medicine and clones of that which
does not require physical presence of medical practitioners for treatment. It
can be done by expert doctors virtually. If there are any advancements in
technology needed, there should be a global convergence of ideas and responses
to make such things possible at the earliest.
The next importance is education. There is a lot of gainsay that the
pandemic made physical classrooms redundant. It is shown empirically that
virtual class rooms are equally if not more important than the physical ones.
Could we use this awareness and experience to address the gaps in education
in countries where education is still primitive? Some of the African countries,
particularly in the sub-Saharan Africa enrolment in schools is abysmally low.
Virtual classrooms can be the answer. But there are digital infrastructure gaps,
which we should address. We need more bandwidth and coverage to bring the
entire Africa and the least developed countries elsewhere in the world in the
digital map. Could the IT majors across the world pool their resources to fill in
the digital gap. If they do so, it will be in their own interest since these regions
are going to be their future market.
Last but not the least, we have to evolve an architecture for the sustained
growth of these underdog countries. It may be true that there is corruption and
political instability in these countries. It is also true that many of these lop-sided
development policies and approaches have been due to centuries of exploitation.
Is there any low hanging fruits that can be tapped to bring these countries to
some level of development? There are. Foremost, I feel, is the development
of agriculture. Africa, particularly sub-Saharan Africa is the most fertile land
mass in the world. But agriculture is at the subsistence level, hardly leaving any
market surplus, leave alone for exports. Many areas in the vast continent are
ideally suited for cultivation of rice, wheat, maize, cassava etc. Yet, most of the
food stuff is being imported into the continent entailing huge expenses. Could
developed countries pool their resources to enhance agricultural production,
particularly organic food crops in the continent. That way, the continent can
be converted into the granary of the world.
Let me conclude by saying that technology has immense powers and
capabilities. It plays a pivotal role in deciding the future of the economy and
the people associated with it. All are equal in the eyes of technology. So let us
use it for the upliftment of mankind, development of people who have been
bypassed by advancements of science. That will shore up the faith of people in
technology and help them focus on development since they realize that they
are stakeholders in the system and not just passive bystanders.
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HOT BYTES

CyberArk to host new identity security
solutions in Indian data centre

CyberArk has announced that CyberArk Identity access
management solutions will be hosted in an India-based data centre,
along with existing Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offerings including
CyberArk Privileged Access Manager and CyberArk Endpoint
Privilege Manager.
The local instance augments CyberArk’s expanding investment
into India, including a 90-strong R&D team based in Hyderabad.
The new hosted services will enable organisations to meet local
data sovereignty compliance requirements, including those set by
authorities such as the Department of Telecommunication (DOT),
Reserve Bank of India (RBI), and the Securities Exchange Board of
India (SEBI).
Said Rohan Vaidya, regional director, India at CyberArk, “Our
new India-hosted services align with our commitment to helping
organisations here avoid the compromise of identities and abuse of
privileged credentials that so often allow a breach to become more
severe. In addition, with our India-based R&D team focused on
driving innovation, we will continue to deliver the industry’s most
comprehensive Identity Security solutions to the India market.”

Newgen inks strategic partnership with
Indonesia-based Anabatic Digital

Newgen Software has entered into a strategic partnership with
Anabatic Digital, a leading IT solutions provider in Indonesia,
to empower financial institutions on their digital transformation
journey.
This collaboration will combine Anabatic’s understanding of
local business practices, infrastructure, and implementation expertise
in both the private and public sectors. Furthermore, with Newgen’s
unified low code digital transformation platform, the partnership is
aimed toward delivering high-value solutions to financial institutions
across Indonesia and Asia-Pacific (APAC) region.
“Anabatic’s experience in implementing end-to-end banking
solutions, complemented with best practices, proven customer success
along with Newgen’s platform, our customers will be able to create
significant business value and deliver transformed experiences,” said
Sumarto Santosa, Solution Sales Director, Anabatic Digital.

NEC Corporation India selected
by the Government of Silvassa
for its smart city project

NEC Corporation India (NEC India), a wholly owned
subsidiary of Japan-based NEC Corporation, announced today
that they have entered into an agreement with Silvassa Smart
City Limited for the implementation of a smart city Integrated
Command and Control Centre (ICCC) project. This is an
ambitious project aimed at transforming the lives of the residents
of Silvassa and enhancing their access to public services, utilities,
and more importantly, ensuring their safety and security. The
project launched in May 2022 and is scheduled to be complete
within 1 year.
NEC has already successfully implemented similar smart city
projects in Kalyan Dombivli, Hubballi Dharwad, Ahmedabad,
Surat and many other cities.
During the signing, Charmie Parekh, CEO, Silvassa Smart City
Limited said, “NEC India’s expertise and long-standing experience
in innovating cutting edge tech-solutions across various industries
is well known. We have already seen them contribute to various
Indian and global smart city projects, and the impact of their
public safety features have created safer and smarter spaces. It’s
our endeavour to make Silvassa one of the most promising cities
in India, and this smart city project will help bring our vision
within reach”.
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CP PLUS Expands World’s Largest & Stateof-the-Art, Futuristic Manufacturing
Facility In Andhra Pradesh

CP PLUS has begun producing surveillance devices locally in India
in its Manufacturing facility in Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh 5 years ago.
And since then, the brand has enhanced its manufacturing capabilities
to reach the plant's maximum production capacity of 1Mn units a
month.
Now to meet the
growing
demand,
CP PLUS has put up
another manufacturing
unit in Kadapa District,
Andhra Pradesh. With
the production commencing in Q2, 2022-23, this new facility will
have 3 times the production capability vis-à-vis the existing capacity
i.e. 3Mn Surveillance units per month, which will make it the World’s
Largest Manufacturing Unit for Surveillance Products, outside China
and 3rd largest in the entire world when including China.

TechnoBind collaborates with
IoT Provider Thingstel

TechnoBind announces its collaboration with IoT solution
provider, Thingstel. This marks the official entry of TechnoBind
into the IoT solutions foray. Thingstel’s solutions apply the latest
innovations in device, network, cloud, and analytics for application in
asset management, remote monitoring, and predictive maintenance,
in the industrial sector.
“We are happy to be partnering with Thingstel, as we debut into
the Industrial IoT sector. In terms of innovation, the IT sector is
moving at a fast pace, but the industrial sector is still reeling with
several technology gaps - from complex organization structure,
legacy processes, high CapEx and gap in data flow. Thingstel’s
unique approach ensures digitisation of data at the machine control
systems while applying use cases in operations and maintenance. This
helps customers reduce costs and increase feasibility, amongst other
advantages,” shares Prashanth GJ, CEO, at TechnoBind.
Thingstel’s solutions provide the following advantages:
Faster Deployment: Standard offering across different building
blocks supports customers going live with faster deployment times
increasing feasibility of such projects.

Netpoleon inks distribution
agreement with Orchestra Group

Netpoleon announced a distribution agreement with Orchestra
Group. This agreement will enable greater availability of Orchestra
Group’s solutions among Indian organizations.
Under the agreement, Netpoleon will offer Orchestra Group’s
solutions including Harmony Purple, an advanced vulnerability
management solution, and Harmony IoT, a non-invasive wireless
intrusion prevention solution. Netpoleon’s technical engineers will
undergo a training program and be certified by Orchestra Group,
enabling them to deliver expert and specialized support to businesses
across India.
“We are excited to have Netpoleon join our partner program.
Netpoleon is known to selectively partner with best of breed vendors
to serve the needs of their end customers. By adding Orchestra
Group solutions to its portfolio, Netpoleon will add significant
new capabilities, enabling it to address rapidly expanding needs for
effective security in both wired and wireless infrastructure. Orchestra
Group is pleased to be gaining a distribution partner with a stellar
reputation for its end-to-end security solutions and expertise,” says
Boaz Litai, Global Vice President of Sales, Orchestra Group.
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HOT BYTES

Qualcomm Acquires Cellwize to
Accelerate 5G Adoption and Spur Network
Infrastructure Innovation at the Edge

Qualcomm Technologies has announced of acquiring Cellwize
Wireless Technologies Pvt. Ltd., a leader in mobile network
automation and management to further accelerate Qualcomm
Technologies as a leader in 5G Radio Access Networks (RAN)

innovation and adoption. Cellwize’s 5G network deployment,
automation, and management software platform capabilities further
strengthens Qualcomm Technologies’ 5G infrastructure solutions
to fuel the digital transformation of industries, power the connected
intelligent edge, and support the growth of the cloud economy.

Juniper Networks helps customers adopt
the SASE architecture by expanding
its CASB and DLP capabilities

Juniper Networks has announced the expansion of its SASE
offering with the addition of Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)
and advanced Data Loss Prevention (DLP) capabilities to its Juniper
Secure Edge solution. When combined with Juniper's unique SDWAN solution driven by Mist AI, Juniper is the first in the market
to offer a full-stack SASE solution with visibility into both the edge
and the data center. By building on its Secure Edge solution, Juniper
provides customers with a highly secure and operationally efficient
way to adopt a SASE architecture, regardless of where they are in
their SASE journey. Additionally, customers can connect their SASE
architecture at the edge to their Zero Trust data center architecture
under the same management UI and single-policy framework,
eliminating breaks in visibility and gaps in security posture while
delivering on the promise of Juniper’s Connected Security strategy.
"The biggest challenge with SASE solutions today is that they
require organizations to abandon existing technology investments
that are working for them, forcing them to start from scratch
and rebuild Zero Trust principles into a new architecture," said
Samantha Madrid, Group VP of Security Business & Strategy,
Juniper Networks.

iValue collaborates with Reverie to promote
Multilingual Applications across IT industry

iValue InfoSolutions announced their partnership with Reverie
Language Technologies. Since 2009, Reverie has been championing
the mission of “Language Equality on the Internet.” Integrating voice,
video and text, they are driving languages led digital customer experience
for BFSI, e-commerce, education, entertainment, automobile and
the government to citizen
touchpoints.
“The contact between
humans and digital devices
is growing as the adoption
of digital transformation
reaches an all-time high. In a multilingual country like India, language
has always been a point of contention in communication. Reverie's
multilingual Chatbots provide a holistic language engagement
experience for users throughout their digital journey, making internet
adoption easier and faster for millions of Indians,” said Subodh
Anchan, VP – Vendor Alliance at iValue InfoSolutions.
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Zoom and Genesys extend
partnership to help businesses deliver
effortless customer experience

Zoom Video Communications, Inc. and Genesys have expanded
their partnership to help businesses deliver effortless customer
experience by building upon their integration between Zoom
Phone and Genesys Cloud CX. Together, the offerings provide
organizations with an easy-to-configure and feature-rich cloud contact
center and unified communications solution that enables teams to
better collaborate to solve customer needs.
The companies’ expanded partnership includes a go-to-market
relationship where Genesys will enable its global direct and indirect
channel to deliver the combined Zoom Phone plus Genesys Cloud
CX solution.
InflowCX, a consulting and professional services provider for
contact center, customer experience, and unified communications
solutions, is seeing increased potential for organizations to deploy
Zoom and Genesys as part of their UCaaS and CCaaS transformation.
The company recently helped two organizations, a pediatric
healthcare provider and auto insurance company, implement the
integrated offerings from Zoom and Genesys. Both organizations
aimed to make it easier for employees to pass information between
the contact center users and other areas of the business so customers
and patients could be served more seamlessly – whether they were
calling, interacting with digital channels, or walking into an office.

Forescout to acquire Cysiv to enable datapowered threat detection and response

Forescout Technologies has signed a definitive agreement
to acquire Cysiv, a cybersecurity innovator that uses its cloud
platform to improve detection and response of true threats. With
this acquisition, Forescout will leverage Cysiv’s threat detection
engine to analyze a wealth of asset and network communications
data automatically collected by Forescout’s platform. Upon the
close of the acquisition, Cysiv will join Forescout.
“Organizations need to be able to reduce the billions of
data points on their networks to a handful of actionable true
threats – automatically. Together with Cysiv, Forescout
will provide customers with the most powerful platform for
automated cybersecurity across their digital terrains,” said Wael
Mohamed, CEO of Forescout. “Upon close, the acquisition
will help our customers leverage actionable threat intelligence
from comprehensive data collected by Forescout and analyzed
by Cysiv. We will receive far more than just great technology
in this acquisition. The Cysiv team is exceptional, and our two
organizations are highly complementary.``

Ingram Micro India signs distribution
agreement with ideaForge

Ingram Micro India is pleased to announce a distribution agreement
with ideaForge – a global leader and India’s largest manufacturer
of drones for Defense, Homeland Security and Enterprise. Under
this agreement, Ingram Micro will distribute ideaForge’s complete
portfolio of highest quality drones to ensure that UAVs deliver
consistent results across major applications.
Founded in 2007, ideaForge has a consistent market share of
over 90% in the Security & Surveillance segment. The company is
continually innovating and experimenting to transform its aerial
platforms, to offer greater performance, higher reliability, and
autonomy. These in-house capabilities have allowed the ideaForge
design team the flexibility and agility to develop and customize
the product line in close collaboration with the end-user, therefore
it ensures that the resulting solutions should meet the customer
requirements.
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ON THE RAMP

Cisco announces AppDynamics Cloud for
delivering exceptional digital experiences

Cisco has announced the launch of AppDynamics Cloud at Cisco
Live, the premiere networking and security event. AppDynamics
Cloud enables delivery of exceptional digital experiences by
correlating telemetry data from across any cloud environment at
massive scale. It leverages cloud-native observability to remediate
application performance issues with business context and insightsdriven actions. “AppDynamics Cloud delivers power and usability in
a single, intuitive interface. It puts the focus where it needs to be—on
360-degree visibility and insights, and the ability to take action that
leads to extraordinary application experiences every time,” said Liz
Centoni, EVP, Chief Strategy Officer, GM of Applications.
AppDynamics Cloud maximizes business outcomes and customer
experiences by continuously optimizing cloud-native applications.
It accelerates detection and resolution of performance issues, before
they impact the business or the brand, with intelligent operations.
Investment protection is derived from continuous data integrations
with OpenTelemetry standards and technology partnerships with
cloud solutions and providers.

Splunk brings Security and Observability
Solutions for the Hybrid Cloud World

Splunk has announced the next generation of the Splunk Platform.
New enhancements to Splunk Cloud Platform and the general
availability of Splunk Enterprise 9.0 empowers customers to make
business decisions on full fidelity data, act faster on data insights,
and customize how those insights are operationalized across their
organization in the hybrid cloud.
At its annual user-conference, .conf22, Splunk introduced new
capabilities and feature enhancements to the Splunk Cloud Platform
and Splunk Enterprise 9.0 that help customers access more data
sources easily, find and operationalize insights even faster, secure and
scale deployments and streamline administration:
End-to-end visibility through expanded data access and optimized
storage for greater customer choice, control, and cost savings:
•
Data Manager for Splunk Cloud Platform delivers a
scalable data onboarding experience across Amazon Web Services
and Microsoft Azure today, with Google Cloud Platform support
available later this summer, providing an easy-to-manage hybrid
cloud control plane of data flowing into Splunk within minutes.

Fortinet Unveils New Digital
Risk Protection Offerings

Fortinet has announced FortiRecon, a complete Digital Risk
Protection Service (DRPS) offering that uses a powerful combination
of machine learning, automation capabilities, and FortiGuard Labs
cybersecurity experts to manage a company’s risk posture and advise
meaningful action to protect their brand reputation, enterprise assets,
and data. FortiRecon uniquely delivers a triple offering of outside-in
coverage across External Attack Surface Management (EASM), Brand
Protection (BP), and Adversary-Centric Intelligence (ACI) to counter

attacks at the reconnaissance phase – the first stage of a cyberattack
– to significantly reduce the risk, time, and cost of later stage threat
mitigation.
John Maddison, EVP of Products and CMO at Fortinet said,
“The sooner in the attack cycle you identify and stop an adversary,
the less costly and damaging their actions. Employing a powerful
combination of human and artificial intelligence.
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Dell announces its latest Unity XT OE 5.2

Dell Technologies makes the Unity XT’s latest Operating
Environment (OE) 5.2 available. This software release delivers several
important storage technologies designed to simplify how users address
capacity expansion and recover data
faster, expand disaster recovery
topologies,
increase
storage
utilization and cost-effectively
upgrade Unity XT systems while
lowering CapEx/OpEx.
The 5.2 release brings feature/
function parity across the family
of Unity XT Hybrid Flash and AllFlash arrays. The new features, which also apply in part to Unity
XT AFAs, target the continuing market relevancy for HFAs as a
compelling storage solution for small to mid-size enterprises (SME)
with general purpose workloads that don’t need the speed and low
latency of All Flash/NVMe architectures. With Unity XT HFAs,
these workloads greatly benefit from how Unity XT balances the
performance of flash with the cost effectiveness of disk without
compromising availability, affordability or features – including multicloud interoperability. For the right workloads, Unity XT HFAs
offer practical and economic advantages relative to (and sometimes in
conjunction with) AFAs.

ATEN addresses hybrid work
challenges with ATEN CS52DP

ATEN Advance has launched the ATEN CS52DP, a compact
solution for hybrid work challenges that revamps workspace with the
power of a cable KVM switch and the mobility of USB-C connectivity.
The solution aims to help hybrid workers stay agile while they
multitask between their hotseats at home and hybrid offices. With
a simple push of the button on the remote port selector users can
switch between their tasks on one DisplayPort PC and a mobile
USB-C device from a DisplayPort and USB console. The DisplayPortenabled shared screen further assures outstanding 4K audiovisual
quality across two computer platforms.
The major features of the CS52DP are •
Exceptional AV Performance in Vivid 4K: The CS52DP
empowers your desktop workflows with 4K DCI audio-visual
enhancement by presenting visual content in outstanding precision.
•
Space-Cost Efficient Desktop Setup: The compact CS52DP
enables plug-n-play USB-C connection to a mobile device such as a
laptop without going through a docking station, which is a useful,
budget-friendly option to expand desktop workspace in a neat and
tidy way.

Akamai unveils new Malware Protection
hosted on its Intelligent Edge

Akamai Technologies has unveiled Malware Protection that
shields web applications and APIs from malicious uploads. The
solution expands Akamai’s web application and API protection
(WAAP), detecting and blocking malware at the edge, preventing it
from reaching targeted systems where it can detonate and spread.
Malware Protection addresses the growing problem of malware
embedded in files uploaded to web applications such as travel &
hospitality, financial sites, customer portals and content management
systems. The solution provides a modern approach to protection,
inspecting files uploaded to applications and APIs on the Akamai
Intelligent Edge network, detecting and blocking malware at the edge.
Because the malware scanning engine is hosted completely on the
Akamai Intelligent Edge, there is nothing for customers to install and
no changes in application code are required. This makes it easier to
deploy and maintain than alternative approaches, such as Internet
Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP)-integrated solutions. Because
malware is blocked at the edge, Malware Protection also provides a
better security outcome, isolating threats from targeted origins.
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ON THE RAMP

Yotta rolls out IT Service and Asset
Management Service Suite - S-Cube

Yotta Infrastructure, in partnership with Bengaluru-based ITSM
startup – eStomi Technologies, has launched an integrated suite of
IT Service (ITSM) and Asset Management (ITAM) solution for
enterprises. Named S-Cube, the service will empower departments
such as helpdesk, customer support and asset management to design
and automate their workflows as per their unique needs and manage
the end-to-end delivery of IT services either to their customers or
employees.
Commenting on the development, Rajesh Garg, EVP, Chief
Digital Officer & Head – Cybersecurity, Yotta Infrastructure, said,
“Enterprises today want a customised, yet simple and effective
solution to automate their workflows. S-Cube has been designed to
address the challenges of today’s digital enterprises. Leveraging the
domain expertise of eStomi Technologies and combining it with the
quality and service assurance of Yotta, we are delivering a scalable,
affordable, and reliable ITSM solution for enterprises of all sizes. Our
module-based approach helps companies right-size their requirement,
without paying for additional services that they might not need or
use.”

VMware Enhances Its Unique
Lateral Security for Multi-Cloud

VMware has announced significant enhancements to its unique
lateral security capabilities to help customers achieve strong security
for both modern and traditional applications, across multi-cloud
environments. Ahead of RSA Conference 2022, VMware introduced
Contexa, VMware’s full-fidelity threat intelligence capability that
observes the breadth of VMware’s network, endpoint, and user
technologies. With Contexa, VMware is reframing traditional security
analytics with enriched threat intelligence to enhance its security and
management portfolio.
“Threat actors are increasingly deploying sophisticated
infiltration tactics, including the use of stolen credentials in order to
exploit vulnerabilities and hide in the noise of normalcy,” said Tom
Gillis, senior vice president and general manager, Networking and
Advanced Security Business Group, VMware. “In a world where the
stakes in security continue to rise, lateral security has become the new
battleground. Combining VMware Contexa with our architectural
advantage, VMware exclusively sees every process running in an
endpoint, every packet crossing the network, every access point, and
the inner workings of both traditional and modern apps to identify
and stop threats others can’t.”

Lenovo unveils the Premium Yoga
AIO 7 desktop PC in India

Lenovo has launched the Yoga AIO 7 desktop PC in India. This
latest all-in-one (AIO) desktop PC has a premium and attractive softtextured design and hands free functionality which is aptly suited for
a hybrid lifestyle.
The Yoga sub-brand has
today expanded to encompass
even more premium consumer
devices that now span multiple
form
factors,
including
ultra-slim clamshell laptops,
Chromebooks, tablets, and desktop computers like the new AIO 7.
The Yoga AIO 7 is the perfect desktop PC for any home office or
living space. It is the world's first all-in-one desktop with a stunning
27 inch 4K UHD Touch Display supporting 100% sRGB color
standards, producing vibrant colors. The UHD display highlights
every detail and the visuals look ultra-realistic. Powered with JBL
Harman-certified stereo speakers, it creates an immersive sound
experience with fuller, louder bass that makes the viewing experience
truly enjoyable.
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Samsung unleashes Smart Monitor
M8 in India, works without a PC
& doubles up as a Smart TV

Samsung has rolled out the Smart Monitor M8, its latest addition
to the Smart Monitor series with
an upgraded and stylish design. The
new smart monitor comes with a
SlimFit Camera for a seamless video
conferencing experience.
The Smart Monitor M8 is from
a family of smart monitors that not
only offer a PC-less experience for seamless working, but also allow
users to enjoy a variety of OTT services, including Netflix, Amazon
Prime Video, Disney+ and Apple TV via Wi-Fi without connecting
to a PC or TV.

LG Electronics rolls out new CineBeam
Projector and UltraFine Display OLED Pro

LG Electronics launched the all-new CineBeam Projector with
HDR picture quality and the UltraFine Display OLED Pro. The
new LG CineBeam HU715Q comes with Ultra Short Throw (UST)
features, sophisticated technologies including auto-brightness and the
ability to create an 80-inch image when placed only 11.8 centimetres
away from the wall, delivering stellar picture quality in a flexible,
space-conscious design. Whereas the UltraFine Display OLED Pro
comes with variable color mode, true 10bit color and DCI-P3 99%
and Adobe RGB 99% technology.
Commenting on the launch, Hak Hyun Kim, Director- Home
Entertainment, said, “The latest CineBeam projector and the
UltraFine Display OLED Pro by LG are loaded with powerful new
features, making them the perfect choice for movie lovers and highquality visual content creators. LG has always been keen on bringing
some remarkable innovations for its consumers in India. With the
rapid increase in content consumption, LG is willing to provide an
immersive cinematic experience at the comfort of one’s home. The
new LG CineBeam HU715Q projector is sophisticatedly designed
and offers outstanding brightness, excellent picture, and rich sound
quality as well as a choice of the most popular streaming apps on
webOS. The 32EP950 UltraFine OLED Pro provides professional
grade of picture quality, excellent color representation and optimized
workstation for professionals.”

NetApp announces new innovations
for a simple, secure and flexible
hybrid multicloud experience

NetApp has announced continued innovations and solutions to
provide enterprises with more simplicity, more security and more
flexibility for their hybrid multicloud environments.
These new capabilities include improved ransomware protection,
hybrid cloud storage in a single subscription, unified management
in a single user interface, and close collaboration with VMware to
help transition workloads to the
cloud.
As enterprises acquire public
cloud services to augment their
existing on-premises data centers,
these combined infrastructures
become
more
disparate,
inconsistent and fragmented over time. These multicloud silos are
inherently more complex to manage due to dealing with multiple
disparate environments.
Today, NetApp is delivering a unified and consistent hybrid
multicloud experience, allowing customers to run and manage a
single platform that spans from on-premises to the world’s biggest
public clouds.
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“Aruba’s ESP solution, a next-generation, cloud-native
architecture, helps organizations to hasten the digital journey”
How do Savex Technologies foresee opportunities in network security
in the country?

In a chat with VARINDIA,

With the shift to a hybrid workspace, the organization's security playground has
OQXGFHTQOVJGUCHGEQPſPGUQHVJGYQTMURCEGVQVJGCDUQNWVGGFIGŌVJGJQOGQH
the worker. Also with people accessing systems from multiple devices and apps, the
traditional security architecture is no longer relevant. Public cloud, private cloud,
on-prem — the sheer options available for organizational networks today means
new requirements for network security.

RAUNAK JAGASIA,

The “enemy” has too many options now and only the paranoid will survive.
Unfortunately security is like insurance, one only realizes the importance after
the fact. We at Savex see a huge opportunity for the channel and ourselves to help
organizations move the battle to the edge along with Aruba.

opportunities in the network

How are the latest innovations from Aruba on Network Edge able to
bring momentum in the partner and VAR communities?
Aruba technology gives us the ability to proactively manage the entire network
from one centralized location, making it easier to diagnose and solve problems.

Director Enterprise Business
and Alliance, Savex
Technologies discusses about
security segment, network
edge bringing opportunity
to partners and VARS,
adoption of edge to Cloud
technology and much more

Aruba’s leading Edge Technology and as-a-service offerings have helped drive
GHſEKGPE[ſPCPEKCNƀGZKDKNKV[CPFGPCDNGFRCTVPGTUVQUVC[EQPPGEVGFYKVJVJGNCVGUV
network technologies.
Aruba ESP is a next-generation, cloud-native architecture that enables
organizations to accelerate digital business transformation through automated
network management, edge-to-cloud security, and predictive AI-powered insights.
We have been early adopters of Aruba Technology and are proud that our entire
PGVYQTMTWPUQP#TWDCŌUYKVEJKPITQWVKPICPF5&9#0

How is Aruba adding value to its partners by offering Network-as-aService?
0CC5 KU DGEQOKPI C VQR RTKQTKV[ HQT QTICPK\CVKQPU CTQWPF VJG YQTNF #TWDCŏU
0GVYQTMCUC5GTXKEG 0CC5 RTQXKFGUVJGJCTFYCTGUQHVYCTGCPFUGTXKEGUDCUGFQP
KVUUWDUETKRVKQPOQFGN&GOCPFHQT0CC5KUCEEGNGTCVKPIFTKXGPD[UJQTVGTRNCPPKPI
E[ENGU CPF PGVYQTM OCPCIGOGPV EQPEGTPU +&% JCU RWDNKUJGF KVU ſPFKPIU CPF
key takeaways from its global survey of over 1,000 IT leaders in 11 countries on
0CC5 CFQRVKQP VTGPFU 0CC5 CNNQYU QTICPK\CVKQPU VQ QWVUQWTEG VJG RTQXKUKQPKPI
deployment, network management, maintenance, and lifecycle management of
network infrastructure. For partners who have been trying to make the jump into
managed services, cloud-based services, remote solutions and business continuity,
Aruba’s offerings will help start the conversation with their customers.
Aruba is ahead of the curve versus competition and we are keen to jointly shape
this move in customer mindset. We believe that customers will soon want everything
as a service only and own only absolutely mission critical assets.

Kindly share your experience on how the latest innovations from Aruba
are helping your business to grow?
Aruba with its solution offerings can help organizations face new IT challenges.
Aruba’s ESP solution, a next-generation, cloud-native architecture, helps
organizations to hasten the digital journey. The continuous innovation on the
UQHVYCTG UVCEM YJKEJ JGNRU RTQFWEVKXKV[ DQQUV GHſEKGPE[ CPF OCMG VJG PGVYQTM
run seamlessly is a must have for any organisation going forward as most companies
will be competing in the quality of their digital infrastructure and Aruba is very well
poised to solve a lot of emerging customer needs.
The new offerings from Silver Peak will have a huge impact on the best-in-class
digital offerings of tomorrow and just like hyper-converged in the data center, will
NGCFVQEQPUQNKFCVKQPCPFUKORNKſECVKQPKPVJGPGVYQTMCTEJKVGEVWTGHQTQTICPKUCVKQPU

How do you see the adoption of edge to cloud
technology among organizations?
#TWDC 'FIG VQ %NQWF VGEJPQNQI[ GPCDNGU +Q6
and digital transformation initiatives to support the
company's rapid growth. Its constantly improving
programs and services, driven by a team that listens and
responds has made Aruba different from other security
providers.
The Aruba program equips partners with the skills,
tools, and support needed to expertly deliver solutions
for the edge-to-cloud in an as-a-service model. Every
organisation is moving to an edge to cloud architecture
and Aruba being as strong as the edge, has the best in
class solutions to help customers with this journey.
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Airtel expands its Xstream Fiber
FTTH network to Ladakh and
Andaman & Nicobar Islands

Bharti Airtel has announced the launch of its Fiber-To-The-Home
(FTTH) broadband service – Airtel Xstream Fiber in Ladakh and
Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The telecom provider has become
the first private ISP to roll-out FTTH broadband in these remote
geographies and bring world-class digital access to customers by
connecting them to the data superhighway.
Commenting on the occasion, K. Rajaraman, Secretary Department of Telecom, Government of India said: “We congratulate
Airtel on the launch of its FTTH service in Ladakh and Andaman
and Nicobar. The commissioning of the undersea cable link between
Chennai and Port Blair by the Honourable Prime Minister last
year has brought high speed data connectivity to the region as part
of the Government’s Digital India vision. It’s encouraging to see
the initiatives of private operators like Airtel to bring high speed
broadband to citizens in this area.”
Vir Inder Nath, CEO – Broadband business at Bharti Airtel
said, “We are delighted to bring Airtel Xstream Fiber’s high quality
broadband experience to these regions. The post pandemic era has led
to a surge in demand for high speed broadband in homes, especially
for work for home, online learning as well as online entertainment.
Airtel is investing aggressively to serve this customer need and plans
to expand its FTTH footprint to 2000 towns across the country over
the next three years and contribute to a digitally connected India.”

Jio brings 4G mobile telephony
to Pangong Lake

Reliance Jio launches 4G voice & data services in Spangmik village
near Pangong lake in Ladakh, becoming the first operator to provide
4G mobile connectivity in and around the area. Hon'ble Member of
Parliament, Jamyang Tsering Namgyal, inaugurated the Jio Mobile
Tower at Spangmik village near Pangong Lake.
This launch is said to boost the economy of the region besides
providing seamless connectivity to the tourists and the troops in the
area. Jio has been continuously expanding and augmenting its network
in Ladakh region with its vision to digitally connect everyone and
empower societies in many ways.
Overcoming the challenge of extremely difficult terrain and harsh
weather conditions, Team Jio continues with its efforts of reaching
the remotest parts of the Union territory to ensure that people remain
in-touch in the areas which otherwise remain cut off from the rest of
the country for months.

Vi enters ad-tech industry
with AI/ML based Vi Ads

Digital revolution in India has led to innovation and significant
growth in the ad-tech industry, thereby, also increasing the volume
of investments in the industry. Generating content and programmatic
media buying on customized platforms will be the new normal.
As the Digital Adex juggernaut moves ahead unabated, Vi aims to
participate as a major player in multibillion dollar Indian advertising
industry. With this, Vi announced the launch of its own world class
‘Ad-Tech’ platform - Vi Ads – an AI/ML driven Adtech platform,
that gives marketers a programmatic media buying platform that is
cutting edge and ROI focused.
Riding on Vi’s deep data science technology, Vi Ads will enable
marketers to engage with the operator’s over 243 million subscribers
through multiple channels like Vi owned digital media- Vi App, Vi
Movies & TV App, and traditional channels like SMS, IVR calls. One
of the key differentiators of Vi Ads is that it will be media agnostic
and empower marketers to engage with Vi users on external media
channels and publisher partners of Vi Ads.
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ACT Fibernet comes up with public
Wi-Fi Hotspots in India to build
digitally inclusive society

To further strengthen its initiative towards building a digitally
inclusive society, ACT Fibernet has been enabling free internet
access to all the people across major cities in India. In 2021 alone,
the broadband company installed over 4000 Wi-Fi Hotspots across
Hyderabad, Bangalore, and Chennai, that consumed over 2500 TB
of data.
Today, we depend on internet connectivity for everything, from
work to shopping, entertainment, and knowledge. As people’s lives
are increasingly mediated via digital interactions built on information
and communication technologies, multiple services are now being
available digitally. However, not all have access to the internet and its
abilities, which creates a digital divide in society.

C-DOT inks partnership with WiSig
Networks and VVDN Technologies
for developing 5G Open RAN

Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT), WiSig
Networks, and VVDN Technologies have inked an agreement to
work together in the area of Open RAN based Radio Network for
5G solution. C-DOT has indigenously designed various cutting-edge
Telecom technologies including 4G solution and is keenly working
in the area of 5G.
WiSig Networks, an upcoming start-up, helps in developing,
marketing, and offering various communications solutions including
5G Mobile Communication Products and Solutions.
VVDN Technologies is a product engineering and manufacturing
company in various technology domains including 5G, Networking
& Wi-Fi, IoT, and cloud storage services.
This collaboration focuses on leveraging the technical competencies
and complementary strengths of Indian R&D and industry in
evolving a mutually productive alliance leading to indigenous design,
development, manufacturing, and deployment of cost-effective 5G
products and solutions. The partnership will enhance the indigenous
Intellectual Property and also create ways for increased adoption and
monetization of home-grown 5G products & solutions.

D-Link launches AX1500 smart router
- R15 in its EAGLE PRO AI series

D-Link had introduced its flagship series ‘EAGLE PRO AI’
recently that lets users experience the power and convenience of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) powered Wi-Fi. D-Link R15, one of the
advanced routers under EAGLE
PRO AI series combines the latest
Wi-Fi 6 technology with artificial
intelligence to offer incredible
Wi-Fi coverage and speed.
The router is loaded with
numerous features, like AI
Parental control that lets parents
designate online hours, restrict
website access etc. AI Wi-Fi
Optimizer continuously scans and monitors the network to keep
users connected to the best and cleanest Wi-Fi channels. The AI Traffic
Optimizer automatically allocates bandwidth to different applications
for the best connectivity. It informs users which activities are causing
congestion and allows them to de-prioritize.
Further the EAGLE PRO AI App features an embedded Speed
Test to check Internet speed along with an exclusive Health Mode
function allowing households to schedule internet access, keeping
family members offline during specific times to maintain a balanced
family lifestyle and turn off Wi-Fi entirely to conserve energy.
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Tech Mahindra sets up Innovation and
Technology Development Center in Oman

Tech Mahindra has inaugurated an Innovation and
Technology Development Center, in Muscat, Sultanate
of Oman, that will cater to the Telecom, Oil and Gas, BFSI
(Banking, Financial Services, and Insurance), Energy & Utilities
and Public Sector by leveraging Artificial Intelligence, Big
Data & Analytics, Cloud and 5G technologies. This is in line
with Tech Mahindra’s commitment to invest in upskilling and
reskilling the local Omani talent to take on projects in Oman
and around the world.
The inauguration ceremony was attended by H.E. Dr. Ali Al
Shidhani, Undersecretary for Communications & Information
Technology MTCIT; Amit Narang, Indian Ambassador to the
Sultanate of Oman, Senior Oman government officials, along
with Senior executives of key enterprises in Oman and the top
management team of Tech Mahindra led by its MD & CEO CP
Gurnani.
H.E. Dr. Ali Al Shidhani, Undersecretary for
Communications & Information Technology MTCIT, said,
“Oman Vision 2040 prioritizes a future with a knowledge-based
society where education and research play a vital role for the
citizens. Being ahead of important developments in information
technology is encapsulated in our vision statement, and this
innovation and development center by Tech Mahindra is a step
in that direction. Developments like these are milestones in
achieving the success we envision of being a competitive nation
and one of the top countries in Digital Economy in the region.
It also supports our talent, upskilling to compete in the job
market.”

Grassroots Channels announces a multicity,
daylong event “Surveillance Unmasked”

Grassroots Channels has announced the launch of “Surveillance
Unmasked” program with the unique initiative of upskilling CCTV
installers and bringing video Surveillance Ecosystem under one
roof. The program is supported and sponsored by leading hard
disk manufacturers and other leading brands of Video Surveillance
Ecosystems. The program is also endorsed by industry associations
Like MAIT, ELCINA.
“Video Surveillance is the need of the hour. This segment is
rapidly growing, and there is a need to continuously update the
latest technologies and products to our field technician, partner and
customer alike. With this vision, we are bringing a complete ecosystem
under one roof and plan to spread this program across India,” said
Sharad Srivastava, Chief Strategy Officer, Grassroots Channels and
Founder & CEO of ReStor Lab.
This Multi-City program is a day-long event where in daytime,
Grassroots Channels is organizing a Certificate Refresher Course for
CCTV installers (Field Technicians) which is accredited and evaluated
by ESSCI (Electronics Sector Skills Council of India) covering all the
major sub-assemblies of the Surveillance Infrastructure.
The evening program is the Ecosystem Partners informal meeting
where various prominent sub-assembly brands meet the Key System
Integrator, and key decision makers & Consultants from Government,
PSU and corporates.
“We started our program with our first event in Dec 2021 in
Gurgaon. It was a successful event however due to covid-19 third
wave; we have to take a gap of a few months. Our next event is
planned for New Delhi on May 27, 2022,” said Sandeep Ramani,
CEO, Grassroots Channels. “As businesses are returning to normal,
we hope to cover more than 50 cities of India in the next 12-18 months
with this program.”
“A good initiative through Surveillance Unmasked to refresh and
train field technicians on the latest product and technologies. This
will help us to fulfil our Skill India objectives also,” said Dr. Abhilasha
Gaur, COO, Electronics Sector Skills Council of India (ESSCI).
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GajShield Infotech organizes channel
partner meet in Bhubaneshwar

With an aim to arm their channel partners in Odisha with the
best in technology, GajShield Infotech recently organized its channel
partner meet in Bhubaneshwar. The one-day event that was held
on 10th June 2022 at Empire Hotel, Bhubaneshwar witnessed the
company’s regional partners come under one roof to understand
the brand’s product category and solutions in which they are most
proficient.
Through displaying their products and solutions, through this
partner meet session, the core agenda of GajShield was to target channel
partners and increase the reach in Odisha market, thus becoming the
most preferred name in
the firewall business.
Through this meet,
the brand intends to
facilitate its partners
in
leveraging
and
building their expertise
in the domain of cyber
security,
alongside
preparing them for the
new industry standards
with
their
robust
security tools. This
will facilitate enhancing
partner productivity,
enlarge prospects and
empower
partner
success.
Sonit Jain, CEO GajShield Infotech, said, “GajShield Infonet’s partner meet aims at
familiarising our Odisha partners with our wide-ranging products
and solutions on offer, thus endowing them and their organizations
to build and develop their security infrastructures. The partner meet
will certainly empower our regional channel partners in emerging
into security experts and will make them technologically abreast in
the modern-day complex cybersecurity domain.”

PRAMA hosts its EXCELLENCE
MEET in New Delhi

Prama India has organized its Pan India Roadshows with its
second event recently at New Delhi. The ‘PRAMA EXCELLENCE
MEET’ roadshow event was inaugurated by lighting of the lamp
ceremony in the auspicious presence of Chief Guest Dr. Vikram
Singh, Former Director General of Police – Uttar Pradesh and
Chancellor of Noida International University. There were other
leading dignitaries present at the event including Guest of Honour
Dr. Firoz Zia Hussain, Chief Security Officer, Delhivery. The
event created an impact among the security industry professionals
in New Delhi and National Capital Region (NCR).
Chief Guest Dr. Vikram Singh said, “Those who respect and
inculcate their parents blessings in their life, they are blessed to
launch a successful enterprise like PRAMA. He emphasized on the
importance of values in the current corporate world.”
This was part of PRAMA’s second leg of ‘PRAMA
EXCELLENCE MEET’ after the event in Ahmedabad. The event
is being planned to bring high quality, security and surveillance
products as well as the latest tech-innovations closer to potential
consumers and end-users while creating brand awareness.
Ashish P. Dhakan, MD & CEO, Prama India said, “PRAMA
EXCELLENCE MEET is organized to engage, enable and
empower the partners’ community. It is enabling a convergence of
all the security professionals, dealers and distributors community
associated with PRAMA. We are happy to offer our indigenously
manufactured products and solutions to the people. This event
brings back the cherished memories and nostalgia of my formative
years as an entrepreneur.”
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Technology continues to change our lives in subtle ways. Disruptive technologies dramatically change the way consumers, businesses
and industries operate. Technology advancements such as AI, robotics, nanomaterials, biotech, bioinformatics, quantum computing and
the Internet of Things (IoT) are transforming the world. People are adopting new and easy ways such as social media including Facebook,
Instagram and many indigenous technologies to connect with the digital world. Digital technologies such as mobile, social media, smartphones,
big data, predictive analytics and cloud are fundamentally different from the preceding IT-based technologies. Disruptive technologies provide
opportunities for startup companies to gain a significant foothold in existing industries.
New advances in technology are still disrupting our lives—in many cases—for the best. Note that some of them are already in place, but
they are still evolving and changing at a rapid pace, meaning the impact of these advances will only amplify. A disruptive technology has the
potential to replace the existing systems or habits through its attributes that are measurable and superior. Disruptive technologies are not
necessarily new or ground-breaking. Rather, it is technology that has the potential to disrupt an existing market or industry. Let's understand
the view from the industry leaders:

Cloud adoption demands not only cloud-first
but also a cloud-smart approach
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Through our offerings, we help customers disrupt their digital transformation journeys by uniquely accelerating
app modernization, delivering powerful applications on any cloud, migrating apps to any cloud, and transforming
apps with the most innovative cloud services. When it comes to cloud adoption, it's no longer about having
a ‘cloud-first’ approach — it’s about being ‘cloud-smart’ as well. Our offerings support this choice and enable
organizations to accelerate multi-cloud strategies in the face of rapidly evolving business requirements.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

The future of work will be hybrid, and we believe that there is a huge opportunity to make the workplace inclusive and diverse while being
productive and efficient. VMware’s Anywhere Workspace Solutions enable employees to work from anywhere with a secure, frictionless
experience. The Anywhere Workspace builds trust to empower today’s distributed workforce. Making “work from anywhere” work for
everyone requires more than just implementing a flexible work policy. Without the right technology platform in place, “work from anywhere”
won’t work for everyone.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

Organizations must establish novel ways of arranging work for simplicity, speed, and agility in this new world, and the pressure rests on
CEOs. At VMware, we are building a strong distributed, global workforce of the future that is more relevant than ever. VMware is committed
to providing employees with increased choice and flexibility as we embrace this new way of working. We are also able to draw from a larger
pool of talent due to our geographic flexibility.

RAGHURAM KRISHNAN

DIRECTOR PARTNER SALES, VMWARE INDIA
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Disruptive technologies transforming workforce, business models and economy
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Amagi pioneered cloud-architected products and solutions that went on to disrupt the industry, providing
new avenues to media companies to scale their business. Amagi created unique solutions for every stage of the
broadcasting workflow. This includes broadcast-grade 24x7 linear channel creation, channel distribution to
traditional Pay TV, OTT and Free Ad-supported Streaming TV platforms, live orchestration for sports and news,
OTT server-side ad insertion and analytics for monetization, and cost-effective disaster recovery, among others.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Disruptive technologies are completely new innovations that have radically changed an industry. Machine learning & Artificial Intelligence
led automation has touched every type of industry today. With automation, new roles have also come into existence and the need for skilled
professionals to occupy them. Monitoring TV broadcast for compliance and regulations or for quality can now be largely supported by AI/
ML systems. Disruptive technologies push the human workforce from the monotonous repetition of operational tasks towards innovative
thinking and creating. It is transforming the workforce, business models and the economy as we know it.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

Amagi has similarly adopted a flexible approach with our working arrangements. We have offered employees the option to work fully
from the office (with safety measures in place), partly from the office and partly from home, or completely from home. We believe that
offering a mix of options to employees is essential in ensuring that they’re comfortable in their choice of working space. It has also removed
limitations on location, as we can now engage with a talent pool that is not necessarily in your city(ies) of operation(s).

BASKAR SUBRAMANIAN

CO-FOUNDER & CEO, AMAGI

Aerospike’s Real-time Data Platform driving digital transformation in India
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

The Aerospike Real-time Data Platform is driving digital transformation in India. The platform allows digital
disruptors to create powerful real-time applications that address new existing business challenges in the enterprise.
We power the customer-facing Airtel Thanks service by breaking down the silos across the various services that the
customer is subscribed to and providing them a highly customized and real-time experience. Organizations across
the globe are leveraging our real-time data solutions to manage and scale up their data movement journey. Real-time
data performance at a petabyte-scale generates enhanced results and improves the business optimization process.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Since its inception, Aerospike’s Real-time Data Platform was built to handle the explosive growth in data while continuing to perform
at predictable low response times, even while doing so. All this while keeping the cost of operations extremely low. Aerospike can handle
petabyte-scale deployments while reducing server footprint by 80%. Customers have been able to reduce their carbon footprint with technology
like Aerospike.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

The Aerospike Real-time Data Platform is designed to be multi-modal to allow users to work in many familiar programming languages
across multiple cloud vendors and on-premise environments. We continue to add new features and functionality that help customers enhance
and build highly reliable, scalable, and performant applications that help them differentiate in the market. The goal is to create greater
efficiencies for customers to build powerful real-time applications at scale.

AVEEKSHITH BUSHAN

REGIONAL DIRECTOR & GENERAL MANAGER – APAC, AEROSPIKE

The new era of hybrid cloud demands end-toend, unified and holistic security strategy
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

We recently expanded capabilities of Barracuda Cloud Application Protection, a platform for Web Application
and API Protection, to protect businesses against OWASP vulnerabilities such as bad bots and supply chain attacks.
We also expanded our cloud-native SASE platform to streamline Secure SD-WAN, Firewall-as-a-Service, Zero
Trust Network Access, and Secure Web Gateway functionality and incorporate secure connectivity to industrial
IoT devices, which solves several common security, connectivity, and scalability challenges that businesses are
facing in this age of digital transformation. We have added a new regional data centre in India to secure our customers’ data to meet their
compliance requirements with Barracuda Cloud-to-Cloud Backup.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

In this new era of cloud-only and hybrid cloud deployment models, organisations need an end-to-end, unified and holistic security strategy.
Since the threat landscape is ever-changing, more threat vectors emerge to slip through traditional defense lines of email, cloud services and web
applications, businesses must opt for a security strategy that aligns with business priorities and protects corporate data and people.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

Technology like collaboration tools, cybersecurity solutions, cloud-based apps, and other remote IT services has become essential for
companies to let their employees work from anywhere or everywhere. These tech tools can facilitate streamlined communication between
team members, training and productivity. Leaders and managers can interact, monitor, manage, encourage and inspire their employees from
any part of the world with the help of this technology, allowing businesses more flexibility to decide their preferred work mode that can fit
it their business needs and functions.

PARAG KHURANA

COUNTRY MANAGER, BARRACUDA NETWORKS (INDIA)
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“The Future of Work is Location Neutrality, not Remote Work”
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

We launched Automation Hub on May 24, 2022. Users are no longer forced to weave in and out of applications
and manually perform several sub-tasks to accomplish the overall activity. Instead, they can build the flow visually
inside Automation Hub, and those sub-tasks complete automatically. Automation Hub saves time across the board
by automating and streamlining the hundreds of activities that happen across stacks several times every month. It
also improves governance by knowing what each step is and how it executes every time — and that’s where the
real value lies.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Blueprints is our library of best practices, expert guides and use cases for creating composable experiences. Whether or not you’ve worked
with composable architecture before, we’ve made it easier for anyone to create as if you have. Connect Without Compromise eliminates
obstacles so businesses can embrace composable architectures with confidence. Speed, flexibility and scalability for the future are not only
within reach, but easier to achieve than ever before. With our foundation, framework and support, businesses will be able to get their
composable experiences up and running and create at the speed of their imagination.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

The Future of Work is Location Neutrality, not Remote Work. The concept of location neutrality is a discipline for the entire organization.
This paradigm shift means that where employees are located should not be a factor in their performance or participation. I envision the future
of work as a hybrid model where employees can live anywhere but participate in in-person activities on a semi-normal basis. Company
leadership should acknowledge that and structure organizations to take advantage of the location neutrality benefits. This is the workplace of
the future, and now is the time to embrace that change.

NISHANT PATEL

FOUNDER & CTO, CONTENTSTACK

AI impacting the ways industries operate
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Hirect was incepted with a mission of assisting startups and SMEs in hiring their core team without the
involvement of middlemen. Hirect's innovative and unique chat-based direct hiring solution, on the other hand,
is assisting recruiters and founders in hiring the right talent in less time. Hirect was able to accomplish this by
conducting extensive research into what customers want, what competitors are doing, and how economic trends
have affected the sector. Hirect’s AI enabled application has made it possible for job seekers and recruiters to
connect safely on one platform without consultants and with 100% data privacy.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Technology is impacting the way we work, communicate and live. One of the most popular disruptive technologies today is artificial
intelligence (AI), which is impacting the ways industries operate. Hirect has disrupted the HRTech space with instant hiring solutions where
the recruiters can get the relevant profiles and chat directly with the relevant candidates, making the hiring process seamless.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

Advancements in technology like AI and ML are making work from home a viable, efficient option. Businesses with flexible work
arrangements have the possibility of having longer operating hours. Because the company is able to recruit and retain a talented and multicultural
workforce, it is able to attract a greater level of skill. Furthermore, the cost of recruitment is reduced, resulting in increased job satisfaction and
staff morale. Also, cutting down the office space and commute costs by providing remote work can save a ton of business capital.

RAJ DAS

GLOBAL CO-FOUNDER & CEO, HIRECT INDIA

“We are in the experimentation phase”
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

We drive product and solution innovations by making available platforms for hackathons, meetups and idea
incubators to inspire innovation. Over the years, our employee resource groups and multiple forums such as
BlitzCode (creating production-ready code by solving customer & product challenges), Solve!t (sharing of best
engineering practices and implementation approaches), Big Pitch (business ideation and new product possibilities),
Tech Meetups (knowledge sharing) and Women in Technology (learning and development for women technologists)
have driven this process of innovation for our global teams.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Enabling technologies like collaboration software (Zoom, MS Teams and others) have made “instant colocation” a possibility thus enabling
today's hybrid work environment. Team members can be located anywhere around the globe and continue to work and contribute to team
projects. However, there are still informal chats, group interactions, etc that speed up processes when the team members are sitting together
that still elude the hybrid work environment context. And so, forming new teams in an online world still has to catch up to forming a team
in the real world and getting to know team members in a multi-dimensional way.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

We are in the experimentation phase. For example, in our location where navigating traffic takes away a big chunk of time – working from
home/anywhere gives people an hour or two extra to do their work and so a hybrid arrangement works brilliantly. But it certainly looks like
offering a hybrid work environment as a context will become one of the cornerstones of any future work arrangement with a strong focus on
enabling technologies that make such an arrangement as effective as, if not more than, the pre covid work contexts that existed.

JAYA KUMAR K

VICE PRESIDENT & MANAGING DIRECTOR, SABRE GLOBAL CAPABILITY CENTER
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Organisations adopting 5G, IoT, Cloud, and more
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

At Palo Alto Networks, we are innovating across our solutions to transform cybersecurity as we know it and
empower enterprises with a self-driving SOC. Some of our recent introductions include Prisma Cloud Supply
Chain - a platform that provides complete visibility of the software supply chain so potential vulnerabilities can be
traced and fixed. Additionally, we added deep inline learning into our PAN-OS Nebula 10.2 which brought in the
ability to detect and evade zero-day threats in real-time. We also recently advised the global cybersecurity industry
to adopt Zero Trust Network Access 2.0 (ZTNA 2.0) as a successor to ZTNA 1.0 and VPNs which are far more
permissive.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Organisations have turned to disruptive technologies like 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud, and more over the past few years to kickstart
their digital transformation journeys. This has facilitated tremendous innovation and growth by delivering several benefits like enhanced
collaboration, improved efficiency, and more. Making disruptive technologies a part of everyday operations has significantly widened the
attack surface and provided cyber adversaries with more dangerous opportunities to orchestrate breaches.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

Look beyond VPNs to more resilient approaches, Leverage Cloud-delivered security for scale, agility, and cost effectiveness, deploy a Zero
Trust Network Access framework that removes implicit trust from the equation and constantly validates every device and transaction within
the network. This also involves rethinking Zero Trust as a whole where we advise our customers to incorporate ZTNA 2.0 principles like
continuous review of identity and connection across their domains to stay secure, adopt secure access service edge (SASE) to elevate network
security as it converges a diverse range of security solutions into one cloud-native service.

HUZEFA MOTIWALA

DIRECTOR - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FOR INDIA & SAARC, PALO ALTO NETWORKS

New media technologies helping users to adopt innovative technologies
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Lumina Datamatics offers a range of workflow management, digital transformation, new media solutions,
and platforms across education, research, and professional segments resulting in optimized business processes,
operational efficiencies, improved competitiveness, and relevant insights. RightsPlatform for managing rights
and permissions and reducing legal cases and RightsPlatform Marketplace to sell and monetise individual assets
and improve the bottom line; AI tool ARTY that builds better accessible assets; ESPRO to source SMEs in the
Education and Research segment; CAPS, an end-to-end journal production WFM; BluPencil, that reduces TAT
by over 50% and improves product quality; MARS, to assess manuscripts submitted by researchers for specific
Journals; ES2 for managing freelancers; LAPS, a WFM platform for books and newsletters.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

In the publishing industry, AI redefines how content is written, consumed, and analyzed. New media technologies such as 360Video, ARVR, and interactive videos give customers an immersive experience. These technologies help readers/users interact with content more closely
and adopt innovative technologies rapidly.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

Lumina Datamatics was amongst the first movers in adopting the remote work model during the Pandemic. The Knowledge Associate
model pioneered by the company contributed to the organization’s readiness and ensured a smooth transition. Lumina Datamatics proposes
a hybrid model which mutually benefits the organization, the employees, & the customers.

SAMEER L. KANODIA

MANAGING DIRECTOR & CEO, LUMINA DATAMATICS

Cloud and edge technology enabling millions of products and services
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Softdel drives digital innovation with our readily deployable product suite comprising communication stacks,
simulation tools, Internet of Things (IoT) gateways, and our technology services for bespoke needs including device
engineering, middleware platform development and integration, edge computing and cloud applications. As we
enable digital transformation in IoT and cloud-enabled buildings and factories, we also address the biggest challenge
the industry faces – lack of access to ‘trapped’ data. Softdel's solutions have forged connections with real-time data
trapped in machines and devices, allowing end-users to avail of and utilise this information for making accurate
business insights.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Tech proliferation has accelerated the adoption of disruptive technologies, which are now a relentless reality for any business. Today,
advanced technologies like machine learning and artificial intelligence have been transforming work patterns globally. Cloud and edge
technology will potentially enable millions of products and services. Some of the biggest opportunities and challenges will arise from new tools
that could transform the world of work. Such is the power of disruptive technologies that it can lead to an altered status quo, new business
values, and lasting change across all industries.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

We were one of the first to encourage work-from-home for all employees during the pandemic, and we have since adopted a ‘hybrid’ policy
for a connected, collaborative, and safe work environment. To foster a culture of innovation, we also recently moved into a state-of-the-art
facility, the UNIDEL Innovation Center (UIC), a futuristic workspace that will facilitate our vital work to reach new heights. We plan to
launch more innovation centers across India to benefit our employees.

SACHIN DESHMUKH

MANAGING DIRECTOR, SOFTDEL
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Businesses need to upskill the workforce by adopting futuristic technologies
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Technologies like Natural Language Processing (NLP), Natural Language Generation (NLG), Robotic Process
Automation (RPA), Data Science, Machine Learning / Cognitive Learning, Biometrics, Virtual Reality, etc. keep us
at Synechron on the technological edge. We recently introduced the Synechron’s PayTech accelerator that aims
at helping banks seize new opportunities across the payments landscape and solve evolving technology challenges.
It addresses key imperatives within retail and wholesale payment ecosystems with the help of five solutions – Buy
Now, Pay Later (BNPL), ISO 20022 Simulator, Black Swan Fraud Prevention, Liquify Treasurers Portal, and
Payments Data Platform.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Automation, cloud adoption, and use of AI/ML, not only in product innovation but also in business administration and human resources
management is inevitable, especially when the world is moving towards hybrid work model. Adopting futuristic technologies would
require businesses to upskill the workforce to understand, run, and manage applications in the upgraded tech environment. This way hours
spent on repetitious jobs are reduced and can be more resourceful for productive purposes.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

The Fourth Industrial Revolution or Industry 4.0 has a far-reaching impact and is disrupting almost every industry. Rapid adoption of
technological innovations and the increasing receptiveness have widened the scope and scale of growth across industries. Additionally,
implementation of cloud computing for making remote work possible and comfortable have allowed companies to reduce dependence on
physical infrastructure. More companies are reliant on robotics and automation technologies to make their virtual work environment secure
and functional. Staying relevant is the key to sustenance in this changing ecosystem, and a flexible mindset will help any industry and
technology to reach its zenith.

UDAY CHOUDHARI

SENIOR DIRECTOR-TECHNOLOGY, SYNECHRON

“TeamViewer is the de facto standard of remote connectivity”
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Over the last three years, TeamViewer has significantly invested in Augmented Reality (AR), especially for
enterprise use cases. TeamViewer now offers a leading AR platform that runs on smart glasses as well as smartphones,
tablets, and wearables. This offers a comprehensive set of capabilities around Augmented and Mixed Reality – from
simple AR annotations and markers to 2D overlays to complex 3D holograms across industry use cases. Recently,
TeamViewer introduced AI capabilities that can be combined with AR workflows. This enables our customers
to easily add AI capabilities to their daily operations and enhance their processes through automated verification.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Our ambition is to play a major role in the digitalization of workplaces and work processes - both in a traditional office environment in
the field of IT as well as outside the office, for example in logistics, manufacturing, field service, quality assurance, and training. Our enterprise
AR platform TeamViewer Frontline improves manual work processes across industries based on the latest wearable computing technologies.
It is designed to empower the human worker in an increasingly digitalized working environment while increasing productivity and efficiency.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

In the increasingly digitalized world of today, companies have been exploring numerous working models to suit their organizational needs.
Our enterprise connectivity solutions enable our customers to manage remote connectivity between all sorts of devices. These are not just
restricted to IT equipment such as computers, servers, and mobile phones but also extends to industrial equipment like production machines,
robots, vehicles, etc. This allows seamless and secure remote management of a company’s devices in an IT and OT infrastructure, and enables
endless use cases in terms of maintenance, troubleshooting, and support. TeamViewer is the de facto standard of remote connectivity.

SOJUNG LEE

PRESIDENT – ASIA PACIFIC, TEAMVIEWER

“Graph technology gives real-time insights and has multiple use cases”

Today, businesses are able to gather huge amounts of data across formats and systems but gathering and storing
data is one thing and making sense of that data is another. The challenge is to use this data to create deep meaningful
insights and enhance the decision-making process for your business. This is where graph data technology helps.
It allows you to discover what you did not know was hidden deep within the interconnectivity of those data
points. It helps navigate deep hierarchies, find hidden connections between distant items, and discover interrelationships between items. It has the ability to deliver an image which displays connections for analytical and
operational applications and gives an in-depth context or better refines the pieces of information which have been
collected.
Graph technology gives real-time insights and has multiple use cases - understanding the flow of money, fraud
detection, supply chain management, how relationships change over time, etc across sectors like gaming, healthcare, manufacturing, or banking.
With businesses today dealing with abundant data and increasingly focusing on meaningful digital transformation, such technologies
become more relevant than ever. It adds great value to businesses by helping them traverse the journey from collected data to connected data
and support them in making well-informed and accurate decisions that not only drive growth but strengthen their technology arsenal in
competitive environments.

RAHUL TENGLIKAR

REGIONAL DIRECTOR, INDIA, NEO4J
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“The future of work seems advanced and equipped with better facilities”
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

We empower the customers by introducing the power of technology in their day-to-day lives. zunpulse houses
a range of products committed to delivering comfort, convenience, energy efficiency, and security. These products
by zunpulse entail end-to-end home automation to extend the smart experience for the customers. One can choose
from a pool of smart products such as lights, fans, security, air & water purifier, and more. The company’s USP
that disrupted the industry would be its single zunpulse app that allows the homeowners to control their entire
house with a click of a button without meandering to other apps.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

As cliche as it sounds but disruptive technologies have changed the world like nothing else. Similarly, with the emergence of IoT technology,
even the future of work seems advanced and equipped with better facilities. We always try to introduce something new through the use of
technology. We created a single app through which you could control the security of your home from your office. Taking it forward, we
have recently introduced interactive IoT devices. Now, when the homeowners open their smart door lock to enter the house their smart bulb
lights up.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

At a time when the whole world is braving a pandemic, workplaces have prioritized their employees and introduced flexible work
schedules and other unique arrangements to run the businesses effectively. The emergence of platforms with video calling features, and an agile
way of working helped workplaces across the globe to keep in touch with their employees is an incredible example of one such arrangement.
Businesses also witnessed a tremendous rise in contactless payment methods during the pandemic. It shows us that no matter what the situation
is we can always find ways to mitigate our business needs.

PRANESH CHAUDHARY

FOUNDER & CEO, ZUNPULSE

The next phase of digital transformation guiding the culture of analytics
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

At Alteryx, we’re democratizing analytics through our low-code/no-code easy-to-use analytics automation platform
that empowers any user to extract insights that help them tackle their toughest business problems. We've also expanded
our cloud portfolio to make it easier for users to gain access to insights with the use of a browser, and our enhanced
integrations with leading cloud data warehouses enable intelligent data transformation and insights in the cloud at
scale. The Alteryx Auto Insights solution infuses AI and ML into everyday tasks, enabling casual users to generate their
own insights quickly and easily. For analysts, we’ve embedded AI in Designer with Next Best Tool recommendations
and our Intelligence Suite.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

In terms of the future of work, we’ll see this next phase of digital transformation usher in a culture of analytics where the average knowledge
worker is set up for success and able to perform analytics without data science training. Enterprises can democratize analytics and extend it
beyond IT and data teams by providing self-service technologies and training that empowers every user to make intelligent data-driven decisions,
regardless of their skill level or role.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

The ﬁrst phase of digital transformation was all about going digital, moving to the cloud, and enabling the Internet of Things and edge
computing – all of which resulted in an exponential increase in data. Now, digital transformation 2.0 is all about putting this data to use to create
eﬃciencies and new business models that improve business outcomes. We work closely with businesses to upskill employees as the demand for
data literacy increases. Leaders will need to engage their workforces to continue to innovate, collaborate, and optimally execute for the beneﬁt of
the customers.

GARI JOHNSON

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, APJ, ALTERYX

Disruptive technology revolves around data and security
IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

In the post-pandemic world, disruptive technology has taken center stage and most of them revolve around
data and security. Data lifecycle management, cybersecurity, network security and, cloud solutions and services
are the technology and solutions that are currently causing disruption in various verticals ranging from BFSI to
E-Commerce.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

The advancement in the work environment has disrupted the traditional methods of work and technology
development, now security - cybersecurity and network along with cloud solutions revolve around the changing
work environments. These technologies are being utilized to give more independence to the current workforce to have seamless and safe
connectivity with their counterparts. This is the reason why the future of work is looking towards dynamic changes which in-turn has led
acceptance of the changes to accommodate business needs. This gives the liberty for businesses to not just connect from various parts of the
world and conduct operations virtually, but also ensure to give right work-life balance. This gives a bigger edge to companies conducting
business where they can virtually connect and work at any given point with the resources available with them and not just waiting to get to a
particular location only to connect.”

SHRIKANT SHITOLE

CEO, IVALUE INFOSOLUTIONS
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“Increased use of metaverse technology will
disrupt the way we engage with others”

Disruptive technological advancements need to be supported by an equally ‘disruptive thinking’, and this is
where the adoption of the ‘Geographic Approach’ to problem-solving is fast gaining importance. This is a new
thinking architecture of holistic problem solving that leverages the capabilities of emerging technologies such
as IoT, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Digital Twins and Metaverse to drive unimaginable economic,
social, and environmental impact of business decisions. Additionally, the future will see the boundaries between
the real world and the virtual world blurring more, and geo-location technology will add a new dimension to
the virtual world, enabling the users to interact with simulated 3D objects and environments of the actual world. Increased use of location
intelligence empowered metaverse technology in businesses and human life, in general, will disrupt the way we engage with others, allowing
us to create ‘never-before’ customer experiences and build stronger communities.

AGENDRA KUMAR

MANAGING DIRECTOR, ESRI INDIA

5G, IoT, AI, ML, Edge Computing driving transformation across sectors
NEW PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

We are expanding our cloud capabilities to offer SaaS solutions across key segments like enterprise, entertainment,
and healthcare. Some of our disruptive solutions include weConnect in learning experience, XMS for flagship
ClickShare Conference and its cloud-based management platform in remote work collaboration and a Cloud
Device Management software for the complete range of Smart Cinema projectors.

IMPACT OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE OF WORK

Disruptive technologies like 5G, IoT, AI, ML, Edge Computing, etc. will drive transformation across sectors.
The Barco Software development centre is spearheading the innovation and driving use cases to contribute towards
enhanced software capabilities across the portfolio.

ADOPTING WORKING ARRANGEMENTS TO FLEXIBLY MEET BUSINESS NEEDS

The pandemic necessitated the adoption of software and technology to enable a new hybrid workforce and businesses have adopted a digital
strategy focused on flexibility and agility. Future-ready and purpose-driven businesses need to work towards reducing carbon footprints and
enabling sustainable solutions.

RAJIV BHALLA

MANAGING DIRECTOR, BARCO INDIA

“New disruptive technologies need to fight
against advanced cyber threats “
Today's threat studies all the protection mechanisms of security software and keeps evolving every few minutes,
adapting to a new environment, and finding new vulnerabilities to breach a network or infect the victim and
perform its operations. As such, the protection mechanism that is static or older is becoming outdated. New
disruptive technologies are needed to fight against these advanced cyber threats effectively.
We have recently launched GoDeep.AI - a predictive artificial intelligence-based threat hunting engine developed
indigenously by our state-of-the-art R&D division. GoDeep.AI powers all the security solutions offered under
Quick Heal and Seqrite brands and leverages AI, big data analytics, and cloud computing to identify and hunt down potential cyber threats
proactively. This includes signature-less attacks, which are becoming popular amongst cybercriminals of late due to their ability to trick
conventional, signature-based threat detection mechanisms. From file-less malware, advanced ransomware, and crypto mining to memory
injection malware, GoDeep.AI gives all-in-one protection. This has helped us protect our customers' networks, endpoints, and mobile devices
from today's advanced threats.

SANJAY KATKAR

CTO, QUICK HEAL TECHNOLOGIES

“Our modules focus on instant analytics dealing
with complex implementation”

At Lumenore, our most popular modules, “Do you know” and “Ask Me”, utilise predictive analytics and
conversational intelligence to provide faster and simpler access to insights. Both focus on instant analytics dealing
with complex implementation and are among the most popular innovations from our stable that our customers have
used. These modules combine advanced analytics, Google search-like querying, and AI-powered recommendations.
Predictive Analytics is a subfield of AI-enhanced marketing analytics that aims to predict the possible outcomes of
a marketing programme by combining historical data, such as customer profiles and past behaviour, with statistical
modelling and machine learning algorithms. Whereas, Conversational Intelligence utilises the adaptive capabilities of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) to spontaneously deduce intent, sentiment, and meaning from written or spoken data instead of relying on surface-level assessments.

NAREN VIJAY

EVP – GROWTH, LUMENORE
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Channel partner programs are important for OEMs as those help to accelerate growth by scaling sales, reaching new markets and customer
segments. Channel partners also elevate the company’s offering to better solve customer problems, leverage additional reach and trust from
recognized brands and reduce the cost of acquiring new customers.
A channel partner ecosystem is the evolution of traditional channel programs that add value throughout the distribution chain into a go-tomarket strategy. It involves a more collaborative and innovative use of various product and service providers to deliver on the entire customer's
experience with a manufacturer's product. A successful partner ecosystem strategy is one that optimizes existing partner relationships and
establishes new relationships where value creation is required to meet rising consumer demands. Industry leaders build their partner ecosystem
around two kinds of partners: the ones who influence the sale and the other who helps retain the business.
Customer experience is also becoming an important metric. As partners increasingly develop hybrid business models shifting towards
software, subscription and services, incremental benefits can center on partner activities related to customer adoption and post-sales services.
To effectively scale a partner program, recognizing regional differences and similarities is also crucial.
A Channel Partner Program is a strategy to motivate and engage channel partners to create more value for customers. Transformation
requires upfront capital and time investments to create seamless collaboration between humans and systems, as well as between networks.
Let’s find out what is in store for the channel partners from the OEMs.

COMMSCOPE’S PARTNER PROGRAM OFFERS GREATER
PROFITABILITY AND A GO-TO MARKET ENGAGEMENT MODEL
KALYAN DEEP RAY
National Channel Manager, Enterprise Sales, India & SAARC, CommScope

Importance of Partner Program
The Partner Program forms an integral part of our business and as a channel-oriented organization,
we build strategic partnerships and alliances, so that we can broaden our offerings and deliver a more
complete set of solutions and expertise for shared customers, and collectively drive greater impact
within the wider ecosystem.
Working together with our partners and customers, CommScope advances broadband, enterprise and
wireless networks to power progress amidst today’s increasingly disruptive world and create lasting
connections.

Appointment of VARs/partners as an integral part of the GTM strategy
Partnership enables us to be among the first to offer our customers the latest technologies and innovative solutions. Our partners will
enjoy the technology and support needed to secure and complete larger and more profitable projects. This is a win-win situation for all as
we work together for better results for the customer, and better partnership with the experts we count on to deploy our solutions.

Channel strategy of the company
With more than 10,000 partners worldwide, CommScope’s partner program and initiatives empower the channel with best-in-class
technology along with robust sales enablement and marketing support. Our partner program offers greater profitability and a go-to
market engagement model which provides partners with unique insight enablement and demand generation.
Beyond incentivized programs to recognize and reward our partner; sales enablement and engagement for valued partners, CommScope’s
PartnerPro Program also looks to provide extensive resources and training for channel partners to elevate their marketing and technical
expertise, to help build a trusted and mutually profitable relationship. These resources include technical training and support, and
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WITH ITS UNIQUE AND ROBUST PARTNER PROGRAMS
SONICWALL IS DEDICATED TO GROW

DEBASISH MUKHERJEE
Vice President, Regional Sales, APJ, SonicWall
Importance of Partner Program
As a 100% partner-oriented company, we believe that they are the extension of our company, the
obvious go-to market route for us. Therefore, we lay great emphasis on processes and programs,
making them well structured, highly rewarding, and educating for our partners. No doubt, these
programs need to be dynamic and evolving to respond to changing market needs as well as meet
channel aspirations.

Percentage of the channel business
We are a 100% channel driven company and our business is front ended by some of the best in the
industry across our business regions in 215 countries. Our ultimate aim is to provide our partners with everything they need in order to
not only meet their yearly objectives but exceed them.

Appointment of VARs/partners as an integral part of the GTM strategy
SonicWall’s partner programs have evolved a great deal since their inception, and today’s programs are more comprehensive and offer
more benefits than ever before. The Partner Enabled Services Program at SonicWall, is designed to accelerate highly profitable service
opportunities for our SecureFirst Partners. Through training and enablement resources, this program equips partners to deliver specialized
security services including design, implementation, configuration and training to optimize their customers’ SonicWall investments.

Channel strategy of the company
Today, as companies look to digitally transform their businesses, their focus is shifting toward solutions that deliver complete business
outcomes, creating a unique window of opportunity for strategic partnerships. SonicWall has been way ahead in this area, with unique
and robust partner programs in place. In 2020, SonicWall’s MSSP program was modernized to empower MSSPs with the resources and
tools they need to protect their customers while improving operational efficiency and costs. SonicWall relies on its expansive base to fuel
its momentum and is dedicated to continuing to grow programs like these to further meet the needs of our partners in the future.

VEEAM SOFTWARE PROMISES PARTNERS TO
HELP THEM GROW THEIR BUSINESS
AMARISH KARNIK
Channel Director, India & SAARC, Veeam Software
Importance of Partner Program
Veeam is a firm believer that the success of our partners reflects on our success as an organization.
We continuously strive to bring constant innovation to our product portfolio as well as our partner
programs to stay relevant in the industry. We have seen a change in the market dynamics and hence
our partner programs are always innovative and relevant. This is also because we understand how
important it is to have simple and flexible partner programs that meet the unique needs of a varied
partner network.

Percentage of the channel business
We are a 100% channel company. The biggest component to our go to market strategy is that we rely
on our partners. Our growth strategy makes it very attractive for our resellers to work with us as we
grow and help them grow their business around the complementary services. The second component is around making sure to help them
deliver services. Our service provider business (VCSP business) is another area where we’re seeing significant expansion. “Your success is
our mission” is the foundation of our channel programs and our promise to our partners.

Appointment of VARs/partners as an integral part of the GTM strategy
At Veeam, we want to help our partners add greater value and build more strategic relationships with our customers. Constant innovation
to our partner programmes, developing appropriate skill sets, upskilling staff, and identifying additional revenue streams with software
and services has become paramount, and Veeam is constantly thriving to support its partners on their journey to digital transformation.

Channel strategy of the company
Veeam is constantly innovating and at the forefront of delivering solutions that help customers and partners accelerate their data protection
journey. At Veeam, our partner programs are aimed at empowering all our partners to thrive in the evolving business landscape and better
respond to customer demands. We collaborate closely with our partners to help them gain a better understanding of Veeam's solutions
while also learning about their technical abilities and areas of expertise.
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PALO ALTO NETWORKS CONSTANTLY ENHANCING MARKET
COVERAGE BY SCALING UP THE VAR NETWORK
KRITHIWAS NEELAKANTAN
Channel & Alliances Leader, Palo Alto Networks
Importance of Partner Program
Our business in the India and SAARC regions is completely partner-led and our partners are integral
to our business plan and execution in these regions. As a result, our partner program is designed
to drive customer centricity, business value, and a competitive advantage in the industry. Our
NextWave 3.0 Partner Program provides partners with an array of specialized products and services
which provide them and our customers a competitive edge. We also encourage partners to integrate
these products and services into their own operations.

Percentage of the channel business
Our channel partner ecosystem is thriving globally across all key performance indicators, including
partner-initiated bookings, pipeline, and new customers. In terms of success stories, our partners
have completed 7300 security lifecycle reviews, 12400 Best practice assessments and 5900 customer evaluations. As of FY21, they have
helped us onboard 7500 new customers and have grown their technical certifications by more than 18,000, clocking a 23% year-on-year
increase.

Appointment of VARs/partners as an integral part of the GTM strategy
Our ecosystem of partners includes VARs who provide focussed, solution-driven outcomes for our customers. We constantly enhance
our market & industry coverage by scaling up our VAR network. Recently, we partnered with Infosys to enable global organizations to
secure hybrid cloud infrastructure from a single unified platform, while maximizing existing investments and integrating Secure-Access
Service Edge and Zero-Trust architecture components with our Cortex XSOAR offering. We also partnered with Tech Mahindra to
create specialized industry solutions that will offer complete visibility and control of the network, endpoint, and cloud security.

Channel strategy of the company
Currently, our partners are broadening their horizons and are servicing customers with a variety of products instead of the sole offering,
thus making them full-fledged business consultants that provide long-term security. On the customer front, demand is strong and not
exclusive to security. Adopters are looking to secure their systems and networks and maintain respectable levels of convenience and
automation to deal with a digital-first world.

CHECK POINT’S MISSION IS TO PROVIDE THE FINEST
SECURITY WHILE ALSO GIVING POSSIBILITIES FOR
PARTNERS TO GROW AND BECOME MORE SUCCESSFUL
MANISH ALSHI
Head of Channels and Growth Technologies - India &
SAARC, Check Point Software Technologies

Importance of Partner Program
In 2022, Check Point partners can expect an evolved partner program, rewarding partners for selling
new solutions to existing and new customers. Businesses leverage Check Point’s CloudGuard solutions
for faster and more effective cloud security operations with unified language, detailed forensics, and
pain-free compliance and governance, and Rugged DevOps practices. Partners are the key to Check
Point’s growth strategy. We are continuing to make strides in creating and executing the best partner
experience in the areas of predictability, profitability, and ease of doing business. In 2022, we're aiding
partners in developing new markets through the Infinity, SMB and MSSP programmes, in order to
achieve best-in-class deal protection and partner profits.

Percentage of the channel business
Check Point is a 100-percent channel-driven company.In India, Check Point aims to be the most preferred and profitable cybersecurity
solutions vendor for its partners. At Check Point, we firmly believe that the partner ecosystem is critical to scaling our business and
view our partners in India as an extension of our team. This also means extending resources available internally for our employees to
our partners, ensuring that we are all equipped to succeed together. Our training and certification program through online and in-person
partner enablement platforms offers partners best-in-class training courses to assess, sell, deploy, and support security solutions. We also
offer one of the best professional services training and shadowing programs in the industry.

Channel strategy of the company
Check Point’s mission is to provide the finest security while also giving possibilities for partners to grow and become more successful. Our
current Partner Program is centered on activity-based tier criteria that reward partners for taking actions that strengthen their bond with
customers. Basically, partners are assigned to various tiers based on their technical proficiencies & sales engagements. The program also
rewards partners for supporting Check Point Software’s solutions with their value-add Professional Services and MSSP initiatives, helping
them to reap further benefits from innovating and optimizing the overall customer experience.
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ORACLE PARTNER NETWORK EQUIPS PARTNERS
TO HELP CUSTOMERS LEVERAGE CLOUD

SIDDHARTH IDNANI
Head - Alliances & Channels, Oracle India

Importance of Partner Program
Oracle’s partner ecosystem is an important extension of our own teams and is regarded as critical
enablers– with whom we jointly meet customers’ business goals. Oracle’s modern Oracle Partner
Network (OPN) is aimed at equipping our partners with the right tools to ultimately help customers
leverage cloud, drive innovation and ensure optimization of their IT infrastructure. We have optimized
the program with three different cloud tracks: Build Track, Sell Track and Service Track along with
Licence & Hardware Track.

Appointment of VARs/partners as an integral part of the GTM strategy
On selection of a track, a partner is provided a set of targeted enablers that aim at accelerating their growth. These could include test demo
environments, unlimited cloud learning subscriptions, technical assistance, skills transfer and more. We focus on ensuring that our OPN
members gather all the important know-how, tools and resources which will support in assisting our customers’ business transformation.
Additionally, we have also the Key Partner Initiative that aims at building long-term partnerships with Global Software Integrators (SI)
and regional SIs.

Channel strategy of the company
Currently partners contribute to a significant part of our global transactions. We have the widest and most comprehensive range of cloud
services that our partners can bring to their customers: from IaaS, PaaS to full suite of SaaS and even industry specific SaaS solutions. Partners
can also benefit from the widest choice of deployment modes and control modes to fit any customers' requirements and expectations.
Partners can definitely benefit from Oracle's more than 400,000 installed base customers, many of whom are enterprises who need good,
reliable and highly customized cloud solutions as they start to pivot to the cloud.

NUTANIX AIMS TO SIMPLIFY ENGAGEMENT OF
CHANNEL ECOSYSTEM AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE
HARSH VAISHNAV
Head of Channels, India & SAARC, Nutanix
Importance of Partner Program
According to Nutanix’s recent Enterprise Cloud Index report, by 2025– 58 percent of India’s
enterprises envision running a hybrid-only environment, to truly benefit from evolving technologies
and enable long-term business agility. The intent of businesses in India is clear –they plan to adopt
the best technology and solutions to succeed in the new normal. Nutanix’s channel ecosystem is best
placed to cater to this need. Our goal is to simplify engagement for our channel ecosystem as much
as possible, so our partners can focus on helping customers move to multicloud environments.

Percentage of the channel business
Channel partners continue to be crucial for our business in India with the rise of the current subscription and consumption-based
economy, where Everything-as-a-Service is the new imperative. Partners play a pivotal role in swiftly adjusting to subscriptions to meet
the increasing customer demand and this has forever altered the conventional channel-vendor relationship. Channel partners must focus
on providing customers with a cloud experience so that they can migrate their apps and databases. Nutanix has successfully transitioned
to software and subscription-based models which help our customers focus on innovation and their core business.

Channel strategy of the company
By removing any complexity in engagement, our channel programmes will enable partners to increase their focus on customers and drive
truly transformational results. Therefore, our partner programs including Elevate and the Nutanix Elevate Service Provider Program
(NESPP) simplify engagement for the entire partner ecosystem using a consistent set of tools, resources, and marketing platforms provided
in the new Nutanix Partner Portal – making it easier for partners to outline their path to success. Nutanix is 100 percent channel-driven in
India, and our channel ecosystem is our partner in the truest sense- together, we drive enormous, positive business impact for customers.
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INFOBLOX HELPING PARTNERS EXPAND THEIR
CLOUD BUSINESSES SUCCESSFULLY
RAJEEV SREEDHAR
MD, India and SAARC, Infoblox
Importance of Partner Program
Infoblox partner program is the central element of our go-to-market strategy in India. Over the past 12
months, we have worked closely with our partners, to develop channel sales, marketing and training
programs that promote success and fuel business expansion. A top priority for Infoblox has been
helping partners meet the needs of their customers in the post-pandemic world by providing them
with the technology, training and talent they require to transform their customers’ infrastructure
into more secure and scalable cloud-first environments.

Appointment of VARs/partners as an integral part of the GTM strategy
It is without a doubt that VARs are an integral part of Infoblox’s success in India. They are at the
forefront of engagement with the end-customers. They help to co-create a market with us. They help
educate the market on what Infoblox can do. As you know, India is a large and diverse country having a large SMB, enterprise and the
government market. We have partners who specialise in reaching specific customer segments like SMBs and enterprises. Some partners
are focused on specific verticals like the BFSI and Government. We have different sets of partners like National SIs, Regional SIs and local
partners who have their own set of capabilities and reach. We are focused on working with a set of partners who specialise in providing
cloud-first network and security services. They help us provide the market coverage and support customers’ with skilled and trained
manpower.

Channel strategy of the company
Our partner program is designed to help our partners reach new and attractive customer segments and geographies. It has helped to unlock
next-horizon growth opportunities. For e.g. Infoblox is helping partners expand their cloud businesses and drive success by effectively
marketing, selling and supporting SaaS-based solutions. Additional partner benefits include double-digit sales incentives, exclusive training
and education offerings, as well as executive insights and peer-to-peer learnings. We continue to deepen our partner engagement focusing
on large-scale enterprises across manufacturing, healthcare, IT& ITS, BFSI and Government as we see them as key growth sectors.
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Agility is the ability of a business to adapt rapidly and cost efficiently in
response to changes in the business objectives of the corporate along with the
ideas of flexibility, adaptability, and coordination under one umbrella.
It is true that disruption brings technology innovation and
advancement. Several Small and Medium Businesses (SMEs) have
now seen the result that it is cost-efficient to buy Cloud services
as opposed to maintaining and periodically upgrading systems
on-premise. An additional benefit is that Cloud services are also
automatically upgraded by the service provider. The Cloud has
made it easier for businesses to connect with their audience, Cloudbased applications have simplified the process of integrating social
media, web and email marketing campaigns. Cloud solutions are
combining people, data, systems and processes for a real-time view
of what is going on. On this backdrop, the 11th edition of Eastern
India Information Technology Fair (EIITF) took place at Hotel
HHI in Kolkata. This year the topic centered around “Cloud Is
Transforming The Business Of SMEs ”.
The event witnessed with presence of renowned personalities
of the IT industry Manjit Nayak, Director-STPI-Kolkata, Nirupam
Chaudhuri, Director-NASSCOM, Man Mohan Goyal, Advisor
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IT Corporate, Tide Water Oil Co., Sanjay Chhajer, PresidentCOMPASS, Sourav Das, Chief Digital & Information OfficerEssel Mining & Industries, Kripadyuti Sarkar, CIO, Ambuja
Neotia, various senior leaders from the industry and also from the
VAR fraternity.
The event started with the keynote of Dr. Deepak Kumar Sahu,
Publisher & Chief Editor, Kalinga Digital Media & VARINDIA.
In his keynote address, he said, “We have seen a lot of digitalisation
which has happened and that has led to a lot of growth in Indian
IT companies. They have got a significant pipeline now and it
looks lucrative. The overall IT services sector at this point is
going through golden times that we have not seen in the past. The
businesses are reaping the benefits based on the value propositions
of cloud offerings, despite the ongoing pandemic. Companies that
have adopted cloud services have been able to accelerate their time
to market, innovate faster and scale more efficiently. India is one of
the largest public cloud markets in the APAC region, and one of
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the fastest growing, projected to touch US$8 billion by 2023. The
potential for deeper penetration of public cloud in India becomes
all the more evident given that the market is still in an early stage in
terms of public cloud and IT spending.”
The evening followed with the auspicious lighting of lamp
ceremony in the presence of Manjit Nayak, Director-STPI(Kolkata),
Nirupam Chaudhuri, Director-NASSCOM, Man Mohan Goyal,
Advisor IT Corporate, Tide Water Oil Co, Sanjay Chhajer, President,
COMPASS, Sourav Das, Chief Digital & Information Officer- Essel

Mining & Industries, Kripadyuti Sarkar, CIO, Ambuja Neotia,
Sandeep Pradhan, CIO, Exide Industries, Sanjeev Sinha, President IT,
India Power Corporation, Arnab Sarkar, Territory Manager, Aruba
(A Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company), Amit Sutradhar, Enterprise
Account Director, TeamViewer, Girish Mamtani, National Manager
Commercial, Viewsonic, Sanghamitra Pyne, Head IT Generation,
CESC Ventures, Sandeep Sengupta, Founder, ISOAH Data Securities,
Manik Paul, CIO, Century Plyboards, K L Lalani, Chairman, Lalani
Infotech and Dr. Deepak Kumar Sahu, Chief Editor, VARINDIA.

SPEAKERS
SMEs impacting the socio-economic growth of the country
"SMEs are the backbone of the country. Today the SME sector contributes almost seven percent
of the country’s GDP. SMEs are not only developing the country’s economies, it is also creating
a lot of jobs. It will give a lot of investments, infrastructure support, technological support and
their contribution is tremendous. SMEs contribute around 40% in the various sectors, including
the service sector. SMEs are having a lot of social economic impact continuing from tier 1 to the
village level but if we are talking about the technical segment, this of course is happening in town
and city areas. During the pandemic situation the technology adoption, Cloud computing system,
the security system have become vital and gained much importance. We have to adopt this for the
sustainability, the growth of business and the industry.
Today’s analysis shows there is a definite growth in the software activities and software related
services where India is holding the number one position in the global market. But in the electronics
hardware manufacturing side, we are a little behind that is why the government is committed to
focus on that segment. Hopefully we are doing more products and tomorrow will capture the global
market."

MANJIT KUMAR NAYAK
Director, STPI, Kolkata

“We are united and resilient together”
“We are absolutely cognizant to the fact that digitalization is the only way to go. We are
working hand in hand with leaders, especially leaders from our community in eastern region. We
of course work with the Department of IT, but beyond that, in this Bengal Summit, we had an
engagement with MSME department. They have given a list of 500 clusters to us, we have started
off with 50 clusters, where we are doing sensitization. The clusters include gems and jewellery,
leather, handicrafts and textile, etc. in different parts of our state and Northeast. So, basically these
clusters would require state-of-the-art solutions, if not at least basic technology support which will
help them to be Cloud enabled so that they could actually be able to do the proper tracking and
make sure that they are meeting customer expectations. I think this is where all of us need to play
a good role. In various other states as well across India, we are going to some top clusters and we
require your help to work with us, not only sensitization but also helping in the process of solving
those problems and there is definite business opportunity. The key message is that we need to work
together. We also need to make sure that the pain that we have experienced in the last few years, we
will learn from this and we are united and resilient together.”

NIRUPAM CHAUDHURI
Director, NASSCOM

/ŶƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚ͗

WƌŝŶĐŝƉĂůWĂƌƚŶĞƌ

'ŽůĚWĂƌƚŶĞƌ

EĞƚǁŽƌŬŝŶŐWĂƌƚŶĞƌƐ
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CIOs along with VARs aided the industry during the time of crisis
"It has been a long time for all of us and we have been communicating with each other over the digital media,
but it is not the same thing. A one on one interaction, exchange of ideas and thoughts, sharing experiences as
to how you came out of this very major pandemic situation which affected all of us is important. Prior to the
pandemic some of us were unaware, but according to the report which I had heard from different CIOs of all
major corporations in the East as well and other parts of the country, that they all adapted very swiftly. As
far as the large corporate are concerned and even the SMEs, they were able to adapt very well. It is because
of the amount of hard work that all the CIOs did. A lot of us were to work together to support the SMEs
who wanted support in this time of great crisis. They all came out and in fact, even the VARs came out and
suggested a lot of innovative low cost solutions, which got all the companies out of the crisis that they were
facing and as a country we did very well. "

MANMOHAN GOYAL
Advisor, Tide Water & Oil Company

“Everything we do is to save costs, money and energy”
“We started in 2005. We are a cash rich, profitable firm, headquartered in Germany. We have had fantastic
growth over the years. In the last three years, we have acquired a few companies in Europe who are headrunner for AR business. We call ourselves a green company because everything that we do is to save cost,
money and energy. Starting from supporting a laptop at home, to supporting a Ford mechanic who is sitting in
Germany and fixing a Ford machine. My business is divided into three parts, a simple remote support solution,
enterprise class business where we integrate and connect everything from laptop, desktop, mobile phone etc.,
service everything in a single platform and the last part is the augmented reality part. We support people who
are working on the field, in factories, in logistic companies and anywhere. We can integrate single sign on, user
indication, mass deployment, audits and reports, an agnostic solution, so you do not need to code anything. It
is all there. You just buy it and connect it and use it.”

AMIT SUTRADHAR
Enterprise Account Director, TeamViewer

Digital transformation boarded everyone on a train to success
"Agility is one of the basic things we have learned in the last two years. Then there is safety and security
- these are the terms that are popping up in the market. Data is the new gold or oil in the market. So all
organizations, whether it is large corporate, SMEs, small business, startups, we all are data hungry. We are
after data because of making better decisions for two major aspects. The first is increased revenue for any
organization, whether it is a startup or a big corporate or an SME, and at the same time, we need to be cost
effective. That is how we can balance it. That is the expectation from IT today. IT is no longer a legacy.
With digital transformation we get on a train to success but at the same time with success comes great
challenges. It is not just about having the data; it is about how to maintain the data. Edge is where we are sitting
today. Edge can be anywhere, it can be in a movie theatre, in a mall, in your house."

ARNAB SARKAR
Territory Manager, Aruba (A Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company)

“Our core values have been customer focus”
“Our vision is to basically see our brand promise. We do everything with passion about displays, creating
niches when it comes to end users. From content creators to plain simple operators, we have displays for all of
them. We have the interactive panels and cloud-based software which is called myViewBoard, which, during
the COVID period, saw almost 4 million downloads. Our core values have been customer focus. We have been
working on technologies in a very anticipatory mode. When it comes to monitors, which we started off with,
we started creating different fields. We were the first company to go LED, somewhere around 2011, when
most of the displays were LCD based, which had CCFL backlights. When it comes to transforming to energy
efficiency or creating a much better product, it is ViewSonic at the forefront. We have a growth mindset,
which obviously takes through new technologies, teamwork and agility.”

GIRISH MAMTANI
National Manager Commercial, ViewSonic
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Panel Discussion
Cloud Is Transforming
The Business Of SMEs
Sourav Das
Chief Digital & Information Officer, Essel Mining & Industries
“We started our Cloud journey in 2020, just before the pandemic.
We started with main applications like ERP, SAP etc. When we
started, based on calculations we had a target of 67% of cost savings.
Now, two years down the line we have migrated tens of applications
and we have achieved more than what we have forecasted at that time.
There are a lot of tangible and intangible costs and benefits that we
need to look into and if we add all of that then that kind of numbers
we can definitely achieve.”
Sandeep Sengupta
Founder, ISOAH Data Securities
“You have to be very clear about what type of data you are putting
on the Cloud. Sooner or later India will have a Data Protection and
Privacy Act. If you put the data on Cloud and there are several
backups and you do not know where the data is and suddenly as per
the data protection rule if someone asks to delete his/her data then
that will be a big challenge. Then the cost will include four percent
of the annual global turnover. So if you are not thinking about it
right now that can be 40x plus the cost. So if we are not careful about
what type of data and how we are putting it on the Cloud, it can be a
disaster in the long run.”
Dr. Deepak Kumar Sahu,
Chief Editor, VARINDIA
“SMEs are increasingly moving their operations to the Cloud and
the platform has proved to be a game-changer for them”
“The digital era has brought an unprecedented change to
technology, business and society. Beyond managing IT, CIOs lead and
inspire their teams and business stakeholders through transformative
business models, practices and cultures.
India is racing towards its goal of becoming a digital-first economy,
and one of the technologies helping the country to accelerate the pace
in this direction is Cloud computing. In addition to big businesses,
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are increasingly moving their
operations to the Cloud, and the platform has proved to be a gamechanger for them.
The technology has changed the way IT processes are executed, and
it has the potential to create measurable impacts on business. While
any business would want to reduce costs, the key factors promoting
Cloud as a choice for serving clients are ease of administration, disaster
recovery and archival abilities. The cloud has also matured over the
years. It is no longer an untested or risky product, and small businesses
need not worry about proactively adopting the technology.”

Sanghamitra Pyne
Head IT Generation, CESC Ventures
“Fundamentally while adopting Cloud we think about the cost
whether its capex saving going into opex, so upfront investment
would be less. But from an SME standpoint there are certain other
things which definitely add-on the sigma to the cost saving. The cost
of maintaining in-house or on-premise IT infrastructure to carry out
business in an ecosystem where the investment is capped by the cost of
capital by the enterprise turnover. In that scenario an SME trying to
have a full-fledged business running out of on-premise infrastructure
and maintaining the appropriate cyber security measures, trying to
keep up with trends, having a team which looks after it and getting
an insight – these additional features apart from the upfront capex
and the necessary cost of capital that I believe really adds on to the
cost which an SME has to bear. So, that is a cost saving, some of it is
tangible and some are hidden when the organization either opts for an
IaaS, PaaS or some solution straight from Cloud.”
Sanjeev Sinha
President IT, India Power Corporation
“I am in the power industry and we are implementing around
3,50,000 smart meters in one of the regions in Madhya Pradesh. The
smart meters come to a central repository called the head end system.
We chose Cloud for it because when we are starting to install it we
have a very small number of smart meters and do not need too much
computing power. So this is one example where we started very low
because the number of smart meters was very less and as we grow we
scale up. With this we need higher infrastructure. So basically what
we are looking at is an infrastructure on demand and therefore Cloud
was the answer not only infrastructure wise but also for cost. So we
reach a certain cost when we have full-fledged 3,50,000 smart meters
installed, till then we saved a huge amount of cost and we did not need
to invest a lot of money. We require three years to install 3,50,000
smart meters and we will incur that cost at the end of those three
years. So the first three years we save a huge amount of money.”
Kripadyuti Sarkar
CIO, Ambuja Neotia
“Ambuja is a real estate company where during a project there
is a huge data usage by our customers to see the 3D diagrams of the
projects, holograms etc. During that phase there is a spike in the
consumption from the users. After two to three months when the
project promotions are phasing out then we have to scale down
the entire IT infrastructure. So this kind of scale up and down is a
flexible scenario that a CIO has in Cloud. If we invest in on-premise
IT infrastructure in the same case then we have to identify the usage
of the unused part. So that is where Cloud gives the flexibility from
the cost, utilization of the capital and also from the saving of capex
perspective.”
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KEY TAKE-AWAYS:
The technology has changed the way IT processes are executed, and it has the potential to create measurable impacts on business.
While any business would want to reduce costs, the key factors promoting Cloud as a choice for serving clients are ease of administration,
disaster recovery and archival abilities. The cloud has also matured over the years. It is no longer an untested or risky product, and small
businesses need not to worry about proactively adopting the technology.
Digitalization of businesses, which is the need of this hour, has always posed a major challenge. But with Cloud, this can be an easy
sail. The functioning of any business is highly dependent upon the information that is available to it. The cloud environment may
even be subjected to more cyber-crimes, and therefore security becomes a big concern. Overcoming these concerns, the cloud is fast
becoming an asset for corporate IT, by replacing the conventional IT infrastructure.

AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS

Best VAR, Eastern India - Lalani Infotech Pvt. Ltd.

Best System Integrator, Eastern India - Wizertech Informatics Pvt.
Ltd.

Best Reseller, Eastern India - Saboo Computers Pvt. Ltd.
Best Security Partner, Eastern India - Macaws Infotech
Best Sub- distributor, Eastern India - Galaxy Computech Pvt. Ltd.
Best Solution Partner, Eastern India - Embee Software Pvt. Ltd.

Best Make in India Brand, Eastern India – Ensonic Computech Pvt.
Ltd.

AUDIENCE AT THE EVENT

SOLUTION DISPLAY KIOSKS
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CIO OUTLOOK

CIOS’ SURViVAL STRATEGY
FOR TALENT CRUNCH iN IT
Digital adoption was on a rise and it has accelerated with the pandemic. This has led to a paradigm shift in the way
businesses operate these days. Here the role of a CIO is very critical. They are the ones who are enabling businesses with
technological edge to stay competitive in the market. Technology provides power to a business. It is indeed difficult for a
business to scale without technology as it helps in enhancing the ultimate goal i.e, customer experience.
While the CIOs embark on the digital transformation journey of organizations they often face various obstacles and one
of them is lack of talent or skilled workers in IT. Talent crunch in the IT sector has been a major cause of concern for a CIO.
To execute a project successfully, skilled workers are a requisite for CIOs.
As per Telecom Sector Skill Council (TSSC) report, India faced an acute talent demand-supply gap of 28% in 2021
for jobs in new-age technologies amid the demand of nearly 1.5 lakh jobs in areas like 5G, Cloud computing, AI/Big Data
analytics, IoT, mobile app development and robotic process automation.
The report further states that the demand and supply gap of talent will continue to widen with the advent of 5G and allied
technologies rollout.
Let’s take a look at what the technology leaders have to say about it.

BSE shares its mantra of talent retention
KERSI TAVADIA
CIO, BSE

We have strong teams of Software development and support. Over the years as policy
and process, our team undergoes transformation in different projects and domains that
provides them the opportunities in different business and IT areas. The teams are not locked
to specific technology or domain. Therefore, we are able to maintain the required talent. We
too have witnessed the talent drain, however, our sustained effort to maintain the morale of
our IT team has helped reduce the challenges of talent drain that is currently faced by other
organisations.
Retention is the challenge that will always remain, our mantra is;
•
Create a community and share the knowledge
•
Give an opportunity to demonstrate the knowledge
•
Create future leaders
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WB Government’s skill-registration platform Karmobhumi
helps upskilling and create a market-ready skilled workforce
SANJAY KUMAR DAS

WBCS (EXECUTIVE), STATE INFORMATION SECURITY
OFFICER, WEST BENGAL & JOINT SECRETARY, DEPT. OF
IT & ELECTRONICS, GOVT. OF WEST BENGAL
Even with mammoth technology driven transformation happening around us, it
apparently is a paradox that hundreds of technology courses are closing down while many
technical institutes are closing down too owing to lack of students. On the other hand,
scaling up requires hiring of a huge number of freshers while lack of requisite knowledge
in them has been creating on-boarding hurdles for the industry. This in turn increases the
turnaround time for actual commencement of project-activity by these on-boarded freshers.
So, Finishing School Activity may be the answer to these woes along with the necessity
to bring more 10+2 students in Science Stream. For the Finishing School Activity, the industry-required job-profile based skills need to be
mapped with the available resources. This will create resource-specific enlistment of skill-gap. This enlistment known as skill-registry, will be
used for upskilling those resources and create a market-ready skilled workforce for the IT and ITeS sectors. The successful skill enlistment
done by Karmobhumi skill-registry platform in West Bengal is the burning proof of the above concept. Besides, Karmobhumi is a Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) free skill-registry wherein IT/ITeS resources are enlisted against around 80 skills and 800 sub-skills.

“To hire and retain the right talent and skillsets, we are
strategically prioritizing hiring and retention efforts, and
focus on mission-critical technology priorities”
RAMKUMAR MOHAN
CIO, AIR WORKS

Organizations have seen the culmination of disruptive trends impacting the nature of
work, expansion of workforce ecosystem, and a broadening of workplace options due to
several forces of change (technological progress, knowledge economy, globalisation and,
workforce flexibility, etc.) along with the added complexities of COVID-19 and we have
been pushed to adopt new ways of working to ensure business continuity to the extent
possible.
It is very essential to know the true capabilities and potential of our workforce beyond
the bullets of their job description and build and augment our workforce’s capabilities through technology.
To stay ahead of growing competition and continue to drive business strategy, we strive to make our organization a career destination in
the aviation industry with a focus on technology innovation, our brand, necessary shift in culture, mindset, career paths and reframing the
perception of IT within our Aviation MRO organization. To hire and retain the right talent and skillsets, we are strategically prioritizing
hiring and retention efforts, and focus on mission-critical technology priorities.

Businesses can build the bridge for talent gap by being
proactive and strategic
POOJA CHATRATH

CIO IT, ONCQUEST LABORATORIES
As a CIO there are many ideas which pop up in mind that can be an immediate support
to business, but lack of talent holds back some of the projects. Because technology and
particularly the digital tools we use on a daily basis are evolving too quickly for education
systems to keep pace, so the skill gap is becoming wider day by day.
There could be some steps which can be followed to bridge the talent gap:
• Identify the problem: First step is to identify the skill gap, for each job we have to make
a list of necessary skills and roles that individuals need to carry today and in future.
Somewhere talking to individuals in the organization also helps in spotting the essential
skill which sometimes go unnoticed.
• Make a plan: Second step comes in either using the resources available or hiring the
new skills. This will involve rolling out new online training courses, bringing instructors in to help, recruiting freelancers, borrowing
individuals from other departments and outsourcing jobs during busy periods.
• Broadcast the plan: Sharing the plan is the next stage, as this will help to convey why we are doing it and reassure existing employees
that their jobs are not at risk. Staff members should understand that the talent gap is not their fault but a universal issue that needs to be
addressed in a constructive way.
I strongly believe that by being proactive and strategic and seeing that this is an ongoing challenge rather than something that can be solved
with a silver bullet - businesses can rise to it and build the bridges.
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Shortage of skilled manpower often delay projects and acts
as a major hurdle for CIOs
SANJEEV SINHA

PRESIDENT – IT & DIGITIZATION, INDIA POWER CORPORATION
There is indeed a huge shortage of tech talent. More so if you are adopting data analytics
in your organization and need people with an analytics background. Shortage of such skilled
manpower has often delayed projects and continues to be the major hurdle in the plan of
CIOs around the country. To address this hurdle, CIOs are moving to their alternate plan
– projects can be handled by another company specialized in the area. In such an option,
cost is higher but offers additional knowledge and talent base that could increase chances of
project success. Organizations usually focus on their core area and outsource non-core areas
of work. It is time to re-think on this strategy in light of the skilled manpower shortage.
Some of the critical projects too would need to be outsourced to counter the hurdle.

VerSe Innovation shares its views on retaining and attracting
talent
VIVEK KHARE

DIRECTOR IT, VERSE INNOVATION
Indeed technology talent is a challenge and the truth is that there is no silver bullet to kill
this problem. We have evolved a lot as a company to retain and attract talent. Few examples
are:
a. Equity for everyone. Everyone has skin in the game. This gives not only long term
benefit to our employees but also boosts their confidence that they are stakeholders in the
organisation.
b. Learning opportunities. We grew so fast in the last couple of years that for many
enterprises we are a case study. Our people are upskilled across horizontal and vertical
domains. We are working at a scale that is unprecedented for most of the Indian organizations
and that enabled our workforce to learn new skills, dove deeper and enhance their portfolio
at a very fast pace.
c. Our culture is loved by our people and many leaders have emerged from our organisation and have joined us to take it to further
levels. We work in a boundaryless, empowered environment where everyone knows why he is important, what value does he bring to the
organisation.
d. We have enormous growth opportunities. We encourage people to take roles across functions and verticals to get the best out of them.
Since people are able to channelize their talent in their interest areas, they stay for a long time.

“We see a huge need for “CISO- As- A – Service”going forward”
RAKESH KHARWAL
CEO, ROCKLADDER

India is a world leader in IT services, being home to the largest technology talent pool in
the world and yet so many organisations struggle to find quality talent. The problem is even
bizarre when at one end you see huge unemployment where graduates and postgraduates
are struggling to find decent jobs. On the other end there are hundreds and thousands of
unfulfilled technology jobs. As mentioned above, this problem is even acute in the cyber
security industry.
Though the technology industry is trying to do its bit to hire raw talent and train them
for the job, but these efforts are not enough and scalable beyond a point. In the last few
years, the government has also realized this problem and is trying to allocate funds to states
to set up skill academies focused on the skills of the future and employability. NASCOM is
also one of the partners trying to address this future skills gap in its own way by creating a
future skills platform to bring the industry, government and future employees on a single platform. With the rapidly changing and evolving
tech landscape, government and industry bodies need to be more agile and dynamic to changing industry needs and the curriculum needs to
incorporate these changes in real-time, if the objective of producing world class employable talent is to be achieved.
In the cybersecurity world, the trend is moving towards managed security, and this will be almost 50% of the security services industry in
the next two to three years. This is happening not just because cyber security is getting more and more complex with ever evolving threats but
mainly due to the severe shortage of right skills. We see this trend to continue for the next three to five years or longer. Also, mid and small
sized companies will even outsource their leadership security roles (CISO) due to this severe crunch in hiring the right talent. We see a huge
need for “CISO- As- A – Service” going forward in this segment.
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Technology aids to business outcome and this led to an
increase in skilled resources
SHWETA SRIVASTAVA

CTO, PAUL MERCHANTS FINANCE
The shortage of technology talent is not just restricted to our country, it is a global issue
today. As per the industry experts, this technology talent crunch is going to continue for
atleast a decade from now.
The reason why is this crisis today links to the fact that every company across the
globe including the government bodies have realized the importance of technology. It is
established that technology today is not an expense to the overall business but is an aid to
the overall outcome. This led to exponential increase in demand against a limited supply of
skilled technology resources. As CIOs, all of us are struggling between amplified business
expectations and delivery in light of this highly critical situation.
At Paul Merchants, as we are not a core IT firm, our reliance is on technology partners who support us with relevant technology and
tools. Their crisis does impact our deliveries. As partners, we work closely to overcome this challenge. We help them in their hiring process.
Mentoring the tech resources, giving them enough opportunities and roadmap which aligns with their career path. We invest in them and they
in turn support us to achieve our intended business goals.

Harnessing STEM and boosting skills: ways to overcome
talent crunch
DR. S. K. MEHER

CIO, DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER FACILITY, AIIMS
According to a recent report by Nasscom-Zinnov, India is projected to face a shortage
of 14-19 lakh tech professionals by 2026. As compared to the current technology workforce
in India, which stands at 47 lakh employees (2021), the country needs 52 lakh technology
professionals, it stated. This translates to a 21.1% technology talent gap (as a percentage of
supply), which is the lowest globally amongst all the leading economies.
By 2026, as per the report, India is estimated to have 75-78 lakh tech professionals,
however the requirement may be of 93-96 lakh techies, reflecting a gap of 14-19 lakh tech
workforce.
Means of bridging the Talent Gap
i.
Harness STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) graduate supply:
One of the ways India can position itself as a global technology leader is harnessing the huge STEM graduates supply, which is second
highest in the world, next to China.
ii.
Disruptive Technologies Demand Disruptive Strategies for Finding Talent
A new generation of technology jobs has emerged to fit the needs of companies implementing disruptive technologies and working to
deliver on their promises. These jobs include data scientists, cyber security specialists, industrial network engineers, mobile app developers and
network programmers. To meet future demand, CIOs need to invest in boosting the skills of existing employees to fit those positions, as well
as bring in the right new talent and skill sets to their workforce.
iii.
IT degree low amongst the graduates but Digital skills still remain high in coming generation
There are so many people who are not holding a recognized degree of IT but they are having an excellent knowledge of digitalization and
very well understand the need of the future and role of technology in achieving the desired target.

Beauty & Beyond to hire interns to fill the talent gap
TARUN BALI

VICE PRESIDENT - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, BEAUTY & BEYOND
We have seen more than 95% of people shift their job for a better opportunity, and even
almost every business unit shifts their business and technology strategies towards digital to
match the current trends.
This is a critical stage for CIOs because while the idea is there, for the execution, people
who must execute it are not present. Retention has also become the most difficult task post
pandemic. The majority of the technology staff have been aligned to the Work From Home
(WFH) culture, making their return to the office is now problematic. To overcome these
challenges, we are going to employ a hybrid approach, with some talent being hired under
company rolls and others being outsourced until the situation improves. We are also trying
to hire more interns and will provide them with training so that we can swiftly close the gap.
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

Cadyce brings USB-C ClampFit
Docking Station called CA-CLMFT
Laptop users always desire to have complete mobility by their
side. However, a vacuum ensues when there is a dearth of ports.
Amid this, the real struggle begins when you have only USB-C ports.
Therefore, to fill this gap, a USB-C docking station comes in handy.
But this docking station must be compact to slip into any place and
shouldn’t crowd the workstation. To satiate all these requirements,
Cadyce has come up with a marvelous USB-C ClampFit Docking
Station called CA-CLMFT. It's a perfect companion for your All In
One PC or iMac. CA-CLMFT is everything that a professional and a
home user needs. Want to know how; let’s explore.

How do docking stations with
USB-C come to the rescue?
1. A RESOLUTION THAT LEAVES YOU SPELLBOUND

Viewers are becoming extra choosy when choosing display
standards, and in this competition, 4K resolution is the next big thing.
The reason behind its popularity is the demand put forth by viewers
to cherish realistic and life-like images. Complementing their appeal,
CA-CLMFT comes with an HDMI port that supports 4K@30Hz.
With enthralling parameters supported by this USB-C docking
station with HDMI, ensure an eye-pleasing picture at your doorstep!

2. PREDOMINANCE OF USB

CA-CLMFT is equipped with the prowess of USB. It has two
USB 3.0 ports, which is also known as SuperSpeed. This technology
aesthetically complements the name by delivering a stupendous speed
of 5Gbps for data transfer. Alongside this, it flaunts BC 1.2 charging,
which helps in fueling mobile phones at an exhilarating speed. Often
the question arises – does the USB-C docking station charge the
laptop? Absolutely yes, as CA-CLMFT boasts a 45W USB-C PD
charging port to fuel your laptop. All in all, the functionality of the
USB-C docking station with power delivery makes it an irresistible
buy!

3. HASSLE-FREE CONNECTIVITY

As we mentioned above, professional and home users pursue
a USB-C docking station that embellishes the workstation by
decluttering it. Interestingly, CA-CLMFT perfectly fits the bill as it
makes your desk free from mayhem because you have to mount it on
the PC or monitor. The entire mounting process is hassle-free as there
is one screw on the rear side. Just fit this USB-C type docking station
on the PC or iMac or monitor and bid adieu to messiness forever!

4. UNCONDITIONAL ACCESSIBILITY

Cadyce has ensured that users avail all features in one gadget.
This unique USB-C docking station CA-CLMFT boasts an array of
additional features like SD and Micro SD slots supporting up to 2 TB.
Alongside this, it supports plug-and-play functionality with which
you can skip the lengthy process of driver installation. But the real
crux lies in the compact and portable design that pledges to add to the
overall accessibility.

5. APT SOLUTION FOR DURABILITY

Aluminum is a relief for electrical appliances, as it possesses
exceptional heat transfer properties and conductivity. In comparison
with other metals, it is cost-efficient, lighter, and can ingest heat
generated by electronic devices. Owing to this distinctiveness, CACLMFT is embodied in aluminum housing for paramount durability.

Cyber security is integral to national
security, says Amit Shah

India to have 70-80 million
5G phones by year-end

Addressing a conference on cyber safety and national security,
Union Home Minister Amit Shah said cyber security is integral to
national security and the Narendra Modi government is committed
to making it robust.
The home minister said the Ministry of Home Affairs launched a
cybercrime reporting portal about three years ago and so far, 11 lakh
different kinds of cybercrimes have been reported there. He also said
the government wants to progress in digitisation but at the same time,
ensure a secured cyber place in India.
“This is going to increase in the coming days, because currently,
80 crore Indians are active online. This is a big number and as the
prices of data go down, there will be more users,” he said.
The home minister said because of technology, 130 crore people
in the country are getting benefits through the Direct Benefit
Transfer (DBT) scheme. He said, “For a country like India, this is
a big revolution. Before 2014, we just could not think about it as
there were 60 crore families in the country who did not have any
bank account. Forget about transferring benefits digitally, they did
not even have a bank account.”

India will have 70-80 million 5G smartphones by the end of 2022
as brands double down on the next gen technology with spectrum
auctions around the corner.
While the present average selling price of 5G phones is Rs 32,000,
brands are striving to push more devices in the Rs 10,000-15,000 range
by the end of the year to cater to a larger mass of consumers and push
smartphone adoption.
Research firm IDC predicts that one in two devices shipped in
India this year will support 5G, Counterpoint Research puts it at
just less than 40% of the overall shipments. At the end of March, 5G
smartphones were 29% of total smartphone shipments, according to
Counterpoint.
India is set to auction 5G spectrum starting late July, with services
expected to start rolling out by end of the year. An OMDIA report
said 5G will account for more than 20% of mobile subscriptions in
the country within three years.
Navkendar Singh, Research Director at IDC India, said, “Above
Rs 15,000, 4G doesn't fly now as the market has moved to 5G. Below
Rs 10,000, I don't think 5G would be possible. So, the Rs 10,000-15,000
segment is the only place where you will see that the brands might be
able to bring new 5G devices because there is enough capacity.”
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How channel partners can
move end customers away
from yesterday's failed security
solutions towards future proofed
Deterministic Protection
BOBBY GUPTA
SVP & MD, VIRSEC

Traditional security solutions are using a legacy approach
towards protection and detection which has reached the
end of its life, explains Virsec’s Bobby Gupta, SVP & MD,
International Business prompting the need to adopt a new
approach around Deterministic Protection.
Security practitioners are exhausted at the failed promise
of protection when many vendors merely offer alerts after
an attack on their applications. As we have seen with Log4j,
PrintNightmare, and other recent attacks, this approach is
not working.
Attacks continue to increase exponentially. In 2020, the
FBI saw more than 2,000 ransomware incidents, and more
than a 200% jump in ransom demands in 2021. Software
vulnerabilities continue to plague legacy and modern systems
and the commonality among these events is that they target,
and in many cases hide within software at its fundamental
levels on hosts and in memory.
OWASP has updated its top ten most critical risks to
applications and added a new category, software and data
integrity failures. Since attackers are constantly changing
their techniques, traditional tools do not protect against the
attack-of-the-week anymore.

DETERMINISTIC PROTECTION

A new approach is to use Deterministic Protection,
which can determine what your software is supposed to do
and immediately stop any attack. Deterministic Protection
secures the full-application stack, web, host, and memory,
at runtime, regardless of application type or environment.
This deterministic approach to security ensures protection
for legacy unpatched workloads, consolidated VMs and
containers, and provides runtime web application protection
and application control.
Deterministic Protection ensures better protection against
known and unknown threats to software workloads and
reduces threat actor dwell time from minutes to milliseconds.
It combines the broadest attack coverage and highest accuracy
in the industry and protects server workloads across the entire
runtime stack, eliminating false positives, when deployed on
bare metal, virtual machines, containers, or in the cloud.
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This is the next evolution from eradicating threats to
software workload using runtime in real-time. Deterministic
Protection makes security response obsolete by improving
the protection that conventional, probabilistic solutions
simply cannot.

TIPS FOR CHANNEL PARTNERS

Servers are the crown jewels in an organization. And it
is important to have Deterministic Protection installed in
all the servers especially the ones which are the most critical
and vulnerable. It is important to deploy Deterministic
Protection in any server environment where organization
runs a risk of a reputation loss or any kind of monetary loss
if they get breached.
One of the key benefits that channel partners can transfer
to their end customers recognitions is reduction of operational
expenses after deployment of Deterministic Protection since
the false positives is close to zero. The ease of deployment
and configuration of a Deterministic Protection solution is
appreciated by end customers even in complex environments.
Deterministic Protection can be implemented by certified
channel partners. This is an on-premises solution, which is
platform agnostic and can support bare metal, virtualized,
cloud, containers or a hybrid environment. All of this can be
managed though a single on-premises user interface console
deployed in the customer environment.
Another plus point while implementing Detection and
Protection is that it is fully automated with minimal to
no human intervention. Most other conventional security
solutions rely on a scoring mechanism to look for the bad
and require human intervention to take protection action.
This makes the protection limited to human intelligence and
becomes a bottleneck to detect and protect from Zero-days
on time.
Deterministic Protection’s automated approach removes
this dependency and is able to protect instantaneously
with precision. The coverage for all of these use cases helps
organizations achieve better protection, reduces cost of
operations, and ensures continual compliance, aiding overall
business outcomes.
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AMD acquires Pensando

AMD announced that it has completed its acquisition of Pensando
Systems in a transaction valued at approximately $1.9 billion.
Pensando’s distributed services platform will expand AMD’s data
center product portfolio with a high-performance data processing unit
(DPU) and software stack that are already deployed at scale across
cloud and enterprise
customers
including
Goldman Sachs, IBM
Cloud, Microsoft Azure
and Oracle Cloud. The
Pensando team will join
the AMD Data Center
Solutions Group, led by
AMD Senior Vice President and General Manager Forrest Norrod
“The data center remains one of the largest growth opportunities
for AMD. The addition of the Pensando Systems team with their
hardware and software portfolio will enables us to offer cloud,
enterprise and edge customers a broader portfolio of leadership
compute engines that can be optimized for their specific workloads,”
said AMD Chair and CEO Dr. Lisa Su. “Pensando’s leadership DPU
complements our data center product portfolio, enabling AMD to
offer solutions that can significantly accelerate data transfer speeds
while providing additional levels of security and analytics that will
play a larger role in defining the performance of next-generation data
centers.”
Founded in 2017, by a team of ex-Cisco Systems engineers, Pensando
CEO Prem Jain is pioneering distributed computing designed for the
New Edge - powering software-defined cloud, compute, networking,
storage and security services to transform existing architectures into
the secure, ultra-fast environments demanded by next generation
applications. it has deployed over 100,000 of its compute platforms
since the company started less than five years ago. The Pensando
platform, a first of its kind, was developed in collaboration with the
world’s largest cloud, enterprise, storage, and telecommunications
leaders and is supported by partnerships with HPE, Oracle, NetApp,
Equinix, and multiple Fortune 500 customers including Goldman
Sachs, IBM Cloud, Microsoft Azure, and Oracle Cloud.
Data center upgrades are happening en masse right now, and it's
a total land grab for the semiconductor industry. AMD's latest move
gets it some new chips, as well as a play on enterprise-grade cloud
software.The Pensando platform is based on a customizable processor
and accompanying software stack for computing closer to the source
of data creation and the end-user. Pensando helps its customers create
an entirely new infrastructure, one that can be customized to their
specific application needs.

Telangana govt announces to
launch T-Hub 2.0 on June 28

As per an official release, the Telangana government will be
inaugurating business incubator T-Hub 2.0 in Hyderabad on June 28.
The new building comes with a total built-up area of over 5.82 lakh
square feet which makes it the world's largest innovation campus, the
second largest being startup incubator Station F based in France.
''This (T-Hub 2.0) will be a microcosm of the innovation ecosystem
which will house more than 2,000 startups, corporates, investors,
academia, and national and international ecosystem enablers,'' T-Hub
CEO Srinivas Rao Mahankali said.
Established in 2015, T-Hub (Technology Hub) is an innovation
hub and ecosystem enabler based out of Hyderabad. In the last six
years, T-Hub has evolved from being just a startup incubator to an
innovation hub. It has helped to contribute immensely to the Indian
innovation ecosystem by institutionalising innovation programmes
for startups, corporations, and more, and building a global innovation
hub. T-Hub which touched more than 1,800 startups through
various programmes and initiatives has evolved from prototyping
programmes to crafting institutionalised programmes to support
the innovation journey of more than 600 corporates like Facebook,
Uber, HCL, Boeing, Microsoft, and Qualcomm.

Top Eight Cybersecurity Predictions
for 2022-23: Gartner
Executive performance evaluations will be increasingly linked
to ability to manage cyber risk; almost one-third of nations will
regulate ransomware response within the next three years; and
security platform consolidation will help organizations thrive in
hostile environments, according to the top cybersecurity predictions
revealed by Gartner, Inc. today.
In the opening keynote at the Gartner Security & Risk Management
Summit in Sydney, Richard Addiscott, Senior Director Analyst and
Rob McMillan, Managing Vice President at Gartner discussed the
top predictions prepared by Gartner cybersecurity experts to help
security and risk management leaders be successful in the digital era.
“We can’t fall into old habits and try to treat everything the same
as we did in the past,” said Addiscott. “Most security and risk leaders
now recognize that major disruption is only one crisis away. We
can’t control it, but we can evolve our thinking, our philosophy, our
program and our architecture.”
Gartner recommends that cybersecurity leaders build the
following strategic planning assumptions into their security strategies
for the next two years.
Through 2023, government regulations requiring organizations
to provide consumer privacy rights will cover 5 billion citizens and
more than 70% of global GDP.
As of 2021, almost 3 billion individuals had access to consumer
privacy rights across 50 countries, and privacy regulation continues
to expand. Gartner recommends that organizations track subject
rights request metrics, including cost per request and time to fulfill, to
identify inefficiencies and justify accelerated automation.

CP Plus Expands With World’s Largest
Manufacturing Facility In Andhra Pradesh

CP PLUS, India's leading CCTV brand, began producing
surveillance devices locally in India in its Manufacturing facility in
Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh 5 years ago. And since then, the brand has
enhanced its manufacturing capabilities to reach the plant's maximum
production capacity of 1Mn units a month.
Now to meet the growing demand, CP PLUS has put up another
manufacturing unit in Kadapa District, Andhra Pradesh. With
the
production
commencing
in Q2, 2022-23,
this new facility
will have 3 times
the
production
capability vis-à-vis
the existing capacity i.e. 3Mn Surveillance units per month, which
will make it the World’s Largest Manufacturing Unit for Surveillance
Products, outside China and 3rd largest in the entire world when
including China.
The CP PLUS manufacturing facility Kadappa in the state of
Andhra Pradesh has been integrated with the world’s latest Fuji made
state-of-the-art technology SMT Lines and semi-Robotic Assembly
& packaging Lines. All production area has been designed with
ESD flooring, dust-free and air-conditioned environment to achieve
world’s best quality of products.
This manufacturing facility has a wide range of Reliability Test
Equipment to ensure High quality of products manufactured and also
to qualify for various certifications required in Tenders and by Govt.
of India organizations like RDSO, AAI, PWD, Indian Navy etc.
Aditya Khemka, Managing Director of CP PLUS expressed his
intentions to further expand the production capacities manifolds
in the future. “Backed by our R&D proficiency, we have plans in
action to further augment our capabilities and become many times
larger than the current size to produce 6 Mn units per month in near
future to make our brand more and more Atmanirbhar in order to
accomplish our PM’s dream and to make India truly self-reliant.
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MOVERS & SHAKERS

Anindita Das Veluri is the
new Head of Marketing
at Adobe India

Adobe has appointed Anindita Das Veluri as
Head of Marketing for Adobe India. Anindita, in
her new role will lead Adobe’s marketing strategy
across the Indian market, reporting to Adobe Asia
Pacific (APAC) Marketing Vice President Duncan
Egan.
In a career spanning over two decades, Anindita
has held various leadership roles across sales
and marketing. She joins Adobe from Deloitte,
where she was responsible for building the Adobe alliance & scaling
the company’s business in India. Prior to that, as the India business
leader for the Adobe practice at IBM, Anindita was instrumental in
expanding Adobe’s footprint across client segments. She was also
involved in incubating the “marketing-as-a-service” model for IBM
Services and setting up the Digital Marketing services practice for
solution selling across industries.

Rupesh Lunkad succeeds
Krunal Patel as the new MD
for TeamViewer India

TeamViewer has appointed Rupesh Lunkad
as Managing Director for its India operations. He
will be responsible for spearheading the business
and creating value for its customers in their
digital transformation journey, strengthening
partnerships and scaling investments in the region.
Rupesh will succeed Krunal Patel, who played
an integral role in establishing TeamViewer’s
operations in India from 2018.
Rupesh comes with more than 16 years of experience in strategy,
delivery, product management, digital transformation, and IT
leadership. He is an experienced advisor to enterprise businesses and
has a strong track record of helping companies with their digital
transformation initiatives and align their long-term business objectives
with technology strategies based on a customer-centric approach.

Salesforce Executive Rob
Ferguson appointed as
Chief Revenue Officer of
Automation Anywhere

Automation Anywhere announced the
appointment of Rob Ferguson as Chief Revenue
Officer to empower organizations to build and
succeed with a digital workforce. Effective July
1, Ferguson will be responsible for leading global
sales working closely some of the world’s largest
customer and partner organizations to fully
leverage automation and digital workers.
The promise of automation is to empower every team and every
employee with more time to solve problems, build relationships, and
drive business success,” said Mihir Shukla, CEO and co-Founder,
Automation Anywhere.
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Nutanix names two new
Marketing Directors
at India & ASEAN

Nutanix has promoted Nivedita
Mukhija to ASEAN Marketing
Director and Nikhil Mehrotra to
Director, Field Marketing, India.
Nivedita has two decades of
experience in driving growth and marketing strategies in the B2B, SaaS,
and Information Technology areas. Since joining Nutanix in 2017,
she has been instrumental in building and implementing Nutanix’s
marketing strategy, working as Marketing Director, APJ Enterprise
& Indian Subcontinent, and as Director, India Marketing. Prior to
joining Nutanix, she worked as a Marketing manager at Micro Focus
and in senior Marketing leadership positions at Symantec and Agilent
technologies. Nikhil has more than 15 years of experience building
and scaling strategic marketing programs in the Asia-Pacific and Japan
region. He has been with Nutanix nearly five years, first working as a
Global Accounts Marketing manager and then as head of Enterprise
Marketing in APJ. Prior to joining Nutanix, he worked in Marketing
roles at Dell EMC, Nokia Siemens Networks and Microsoft.

Zoom appoints Greg Tomb
as its new President

Zoom Video Communications has announced
that Greg Tomb will join the company as President
effective June 7, 2022. Tomb brings more than
20 years of experience and comes to Zoom from
Google Cloud, where he was most recently Vice
President of Sales, Google Workspace, SMB, Data
& Analytics, Geo Enterprises, and Security Sales.
Tomb will report directly to Zoom founder
and CEO Eric S. Yuan and will oversee the
company’s go-to-market strategy, revenue efforts,
and office of the Global CIO. Tomb will help
shape Zoom's next chapter as the company continues transforming
into a multi-product platform that enables communication, hybrid
work, and an expanding number of business workflows.
On Tomb’s appointment, Yuan said, “I am so excited to welcome
Greg to the Zoom team. Greg is a highly-respected technology
industry leader and has deep experience in helping to scale companies
at critical junctures. His strategic thinking, can-do attitude, and value
of care he brings to customers make him the perfect addition to our
strong leadership team.”

Verizon Business chairs
Sowmyanarayan Sampath
as Executive VicePresident and CEO

Verizon
Business
has
appointed
Sowmyanarayan Sampath as Executive VicePresident and CEO of the company, effective from
July 1, 2022. At present he holds the position of
the Chief Revenue Officer. He will succeed Tami
Erwin, who will become Strategic Advisor to the
CEO till the end of the year.
Sampath has been associated with the company since 2014.
According to the company, “He has been a decisive driving force
behind the organisation’s commercial success, its culture of shared
success and relentless focus on customer needs.”
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